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FIRE DESTROYS RIVER TOWBOAT
M/V MARIE HENDERICK
[Source: Misle Activity 2449247; Misle Case #242344; FOIA #05-1969, July 11, 2005:
Release date Nov. 7, 2007; GCMA File #M-590]
At around 0440 on July 9, 2005 while pushing 26 empty and three loaded barges
northbound on the Lower Mississippi River at mile 595 near Rosedale, MS, the 152foot, 6700 horsepower river towboat M/V MARIE HENDERICK experienced a
devastating engineroom fire after fuel transfer piping in the engineroom failed and
allowed diesel fuel to spray onto a hot surface.
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After less than five minutes, the vessel went dead ship
and drifted downstream to approximately mile 590 where
it grounded stern first blocking the channel. Within
minutes, the M/V LIMESTONE LADY and the M/V
WAXHAW arrived and pushed the M/V MARIE
HENDERICK and her tow against the right descending
bank of the river. At that time, the master ordered the
crew to abandon ship to the middle of their tow. The
Coast Guard subsequently classified the casualty as a
“Serious Marine Incident” and conducted an “Informal”
investigation.
At 0440 when the pilot on duty, looked aft to see how
close the northbound tow of the M/V CAROL ANN
PARSONAGE was to him, he saw smoke and flames aft of
the pilothouse. The Pilot sounded the General Alarm and
made an announcement over the public address system as
soon as he became aware of the fire. All the crew
statements indicate that the General Alarm was their first
notification of the engineroom fire that was detected after
it had become well established. The vessel was able to put
out a MAYDAY broadcast on Channel 16 alerting three
other vessels in the area. The entire vessel was consumed
by fire and was a total loss estimated at $3,000,000.
Fortunately, there were no deaths or injuries.
The investigation after the fire showed that the MARIE
HENDERICK was built in 1971 and was required by 46
CFR 27.200 and .210 to have a fire detection system to
detect engineroom fires. The Coast Guard concluded that
the fire sensor did not notify the control room of the heat
that it detected. The pilot on duty never heard the fire
alarm sound at his control station in the pilothouse. If it
had sounded, the crew might have had a better chance of
extinguishing the fire early before it could spread. Since
the boat burned to the waters’ edge, there was no way to
test the system after the fire.
Increasing the danger to the vessel’s crew, the forward
watertight door in the lower engineroom was left open.
This door led into a room that housed the fuel centrifuge
and the vessel’s day tanks and is located directly under the
accommodation spaces. Once the fire reached this room it
went up into the accommodation spaces, eventually
engulfing the entire vessel.
The investigator commented in part as follows: “This
inattention by possibly the engineer making his rounds
allowed the fire to spread quicker than if it could have
been contained in the engineroom.”
Members of the crew later made statements that were
incorporated into the report:
An engineer tried to fight the fire with the fixed water
fire-fighting system, but both fire pumps were exposed to
the fire and stopped working early on. The source of the
fire was on the port side of the lower engineroom forward
of the port main engine where both of the electric fire
pumps were located and explains why the fire pumps
quickly became inoperable. The investigator commented
in part that: “Both fire pumps are located next to each
other. This allow(ed) the fire to take out both pumps.
They should be located as far away from each other as
possible. Both fire pumps are electrical(ly) driven, and
loss of power is common during fires. No portable backup

engine-driven fire pump was on board so the crew was
limited in their response.”
He suggested that the
“…company should look at getting a portable gasoline
firefighting pump and a few cans of foam. I believe this
would have allowed the crew to put this fire out. Plenty of
gasoline is onboard for their skiff, so adding an engine
driven pump is just a matter of money.”
An engineer said that he tried to go and get a portable
dewatering pump but the fire had grown too large by the
time he returned. The mate tried to retrieve the portable
dewatering pump’s hoses but found that they were
inaccessible.
The chief engineer followed company policy and .shut
down the fuel supply valves and activated the fixed
engineroom CO2 fire suppression system although the
upper engineroom normally operated with all the windows
along the port and starboard side open. When he activated
the system, he noted that the fire initially went out but
soon re-flashed. This should have been predictable since
the CO2 extinguishing agent is a smothering type agent.
[GCMA Comment: Most towing vessel engineers are
not required to hold Coast Guard licenses, seldom
receive formal training, and are not required to attend
fire school. In 2004, Congress finally recognized that
the Coast Guard has not adequately regulated the
towing industry. Whether they will ever do so remains
up in the air depending upon whether Congress
removes the “inspection” function from the Coast
Guard.]
[GCMA Comment: 46 CFR 10.205(g) only requires
towing vessel officers on ocean routes to hold a
firefighting certificate.
An approved firefighting
course would demonstrate to mariners the futility of
trying to protect spaces that cannot be sealed with a
CO2 system. – a fact that should already have been
known to company management as well as vessel
insurors.]
The open engineroom windows allowed more oxygen
to reach the hot embers of the fire and re-flash. The
engineroom also had portable CO2 extinguishers and a
semi-portable B-V chemical extinguisher, but they also fell
short because of the effect caused by the open windows.
Even, if the windows had been closed, the window glass
was not fire-rated and would have broken out when the
firefighting water hit the hot glass. Considerations should
have been made to install fire shutters and self closing
doors so that the required CO2 system could have been
more effective.
There are no regulations that require towing vessels to
carry firefighting foam. The investigator suggested that
“A few cans of foam might have allowed the crew to
extinguish the fire and save the vessel. Even if the fixed
firefighting pumps fail, the crew would still be able to use
their portable dewatering pumps (e.g., barge pumps) to
pump foam into the engineroom through the
exhaust/supply fan ducting on the 01 deck.”
The report continues: “This Bravo (e.g., class B) fire
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couldn’t be put out with water alone so it burned all day.
It was finally put out by foam brought from a local fire
department on shore. I believe the company had two
similar fires prior to this one on different ships. Being
licensed mariners, you would think that they would have
decided voluntarily carry the foam on board after the first
two fires.”
[GCMA Comment: Any decision to purchase and/or
carry firefighting foam would have to be made by
company management. The investigator should not
assume that management decision makers in any
company are “licensed mariners.”]
[GCMA Comment: Meaningful fire regulations to
upgrade fire protection on older towing vessels were
proposed by Coast Guard experts several years ago but
were shot down by TSAC and the towing industry as
being too expensive.
We believe that effective
firefighting regulations would more effectively protect
our mariners. Predictably, the Coast Guard backs

down when safety of our mariners is at stake.]
[GCMA Comment:
The Coast Guard has an
opportunity to improve upon existing fire protection
regulations in the new inspection regulations currently
being considered. We suggest that those responsible
for the towing vessel inspection rulemaking study this
casualty report carefully.]
The investigator pointed out that inspected vessels
must follow 46 CFR 56.50-60(j) for fuel oil flange shields
and that this would be a “good requirement for uninspected
vessels.” The regulation is as follows:
(j) Piping conveying oil must be run well away from hot
surfaces wherever possible. Where such leads are
unavoidable, only welded joints are to be used, or
alternatively, suitable shields are to be fitted in the way of
flanged or mechanical pipe joints when welded joints are
not practicable. Piping that conveys fuel oil or lubricating
oil to equipment and is in the proximity of equipment or
lines having an open flame or having parts operating above
500°F must be of seamless steel. (See §56.50–65 of this
part.)

Guard recruit marine safety inspectors directly from the
maritime academies on the grounds that actual
experience in the industry and at least a management
level license are needed to effectively perform the
required functions.

COAST GUARD MARINE INSPECTION
PROGRAM
NEEDS EXPERIENCED CIVILIANS
Civilian maritime professionals with years of
experience should supplant Coast Guard officers in
marine inspection roles, the International Organization
of Masters, Mates, and Pilots says. The union put forth
the reasoning behind this stance at an Aug. 2 hearing
before the House Subcommittee on Coast Guard and
Maritime Transportation. Port state control officers,
marine inspectors, license examiners and accident
investigators should all be seasoned maritime industry
professionals with managerial experience, said Pilotage
Vice President George A. Quick, who represented
MM&P at the August 2nd hearing.
Testifying for the Coast Guard was Coast Guard
Commandant Adm. Thad Allen, who admitted there
were problems in the current system but insisted marine
inspection should be kept within the Coast Guard. Allen
said he hopes to address professional competency issues
by establishing a "blended" workforce of marine
inspectors consisting of civilians, Coast Guard officers
and Coast Guard enlisted personnel.
Quick testified that civilian maritime professionals
could be brought into the marine inspection program in a
number of ways. He said the first step could be a
reorganization of the marine inspection and safety
functions within the Coast Guard. If that didn't prove
successful, the second step might be creation of a
separate new federal Marine Safety Agency, he said.
Specifically, Quick suggested the Coast Guard hire
young merchant marine officers, with five- to ten years
of experience, as lieutenants and lieutenant commanders,
and rotate them through billets as general line officers,
but with a view that eventually, they would become the
managers and policymakers in the marine inspection
service. Quick rejected a suggestion that the Coast

[GCMA Comment:
Coast Guard inspectors
generally have no afloat experience on the types of
vessels lower-level mariners work on.]
Quick suggested that the field inspectors who
interface with the industry on a daily basis be recruited
from the ranks of younger retired merchant marine
officers, in the mid-40s to 50s age range. "They are
specialists who would be respected by the industry;' he
said. "They could fill roles where professional maritime
competency and experience are needed to make
informed decisions requiring professional judgment.”
[GCMA Comment: This must include “lower-level”
licensed officers who served afloat in the towing,
OSV, and small passenger vessel industry and are
knowledgeable of those types of vessels.]
Quick said that although he was encouraged by
Allen's openness to the idea of using civilian inspectors,
the commandant's concept of a "blended" workforce
should be viewed as a transitional phase only, during the
five to ten years it would take to accomplish a complete
restructuring of the Coast Guard marine safety program.
[GCMA Comment:
We agree, but “in the
transitional phase only.”]
Admiral Allen was given 30 days by Rep. James
Oberstar (D-MN.), chairman of the House Committee on
Transportation and Infrastructure, to come up with a
reorganization plan for Congress to review.
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2. It took until the middle of the Second World War for the
UK and Germany, and post-Korean war for the US to
realize that there was a problem from sudden cold water
immersion.

A FALL OVERBOARD INTO COLD WATER
MAY BE A DEATH SENTENCE
Falling overboard is all too common. However, it is not
simply an occupational hazard, but can be a death
sentence.
As winter approaches, so does the cold water season. This
article is an extract from a Canadian research report that we
urge every mariner to read immediately. With the current
emphasis on “hypothermia,” our mariners may find they are
blindsided by their lack of knowledge of additional factors
like “cold shock” and “swimming failure.” Although these
terms are well known to Coast Guard search and rescue
experts, officials apparently prefer to ignore it and still
continues to approve “in the water” lifesaving equipment like
“life floats”
----------------[Source: We are indebted to the Department of Transport,
Canada, for its copyright permission covering their work
entitled “Survival in Cold Water: Staying Alive” from which
we extracted the following selection from the report’s
“Executive Summary” and from Chapter 1. We accept
responsibility for “accurately reproducing” the selected
material and do not hold the Department of Transport
responsible for its manner of presentation. We wish to credit
and praise its author, Dr. C.J. Brooks for a well-referenced
and researched paper and to the Department of Transport for
its leadership in the field of cold water survival.]
[Editorial Note: Although we removed the reference numbers
that appeared in the original text, we left the name(s) of the
researchers and the dates their works were published. We
replaced the Celsius temperatures in the original report with
their Fahrenheit equivalents (°F) for the convenience of our
American readers. The full report is available on disk from
Transport Canada, Marine (AMSRE), Place de Ville, Tower
C, 330 Sparks St., Ottawa Ontario, Canada K1A ON8.. We
added emphasis by underlining, comments, and vocabulary to
assist our target audience.]
Survival in Cold Water: Staying Alive
Executive Summary(1)
(1)
[ A summary of the entire book not just this excerpt.]
1. It is quite astonishing that over the centuries, hundreds and
thousands of humans have drowned in cold water, and it is
only in the last 50 years that anyone has taken this death
toll seriously. Death was attributed to drowning from an
inability to stay afloat and vague terms, such as exposure.
This is because death at sea was, and to some degree still
is considered an occupational hazard. Fishermen for
instance, who are most at risk, simply considered it as on
occupational hazard and fate. Any attempt at protection
was to float the person in rather than out of the water.(1)
[(1) Comment: In GCMA Report #R-354, Rev.1. A Direct
Appeal to Congress on Lifesaving Issues Affecting LowerLevel Mariners, we reported that the U.S. Coast Guard
still approves life floats and buoyant apparatus that
require survivors to remain in the water awaiting rescue
on tugs, towboats, small passenger vessels and OSVs
directly threatening the lives of our lower-level mariners.]

3. As a result, internationally over the last half of the 20th
century, there has been considerable human
experimentation in cold water physiology.(1)
The
pioneering work was done in the mid-1940s and 1950s,
but by the 1960s, it appears to have been forgotten and
needed to be relearned. The advent of the offshore oil
industry created a demand for more research to produce
better immersion suits.
This created a flurry of
experimentation in the 1980s and 1990s. A number of
these experiments have been cited to give the reader the
wide scope of them. [(1)Vocabulary: Physiology = the
science dealing with processes and functions of living
organisms and their parts.]
4. Although the four stages in which death may occur in the
cold water accident were known since the Second World
War, stage one (cold shock) and stage two (swimming
failure) were considered only of academic interest. As a
result, regulators, teaching establishments and survival suit
manufacturers all concentrated their efforts on protecting
the human from hypothermia. In this regard they have
done a very good job.
5. Even though there are well established teaching programs,
good regulations and much improved life saving
equipment, there are still in the order of 140 000 open
water deaths each year. What has been overlooked is the
significance of the first two stages - cold shock and
swimming failure as a cause of death) The severity of the
effects of cold shock is directly proportional to the water
temperature peaking between 50°F and 59°F.
6. The layperson and accident investigators are often
surprised that some people do not survive a lengthy
immersion. Theoretically they are within the "safe"
boundaries of one or more of the survival curves that have
been developed to predict death from hypothermia. These
people do not die of hypothermia per se. They die from a
variety of problems in which moderate hypothermia is
enough for them to lose their physical ability and mental
determination to keep their backs to the waves. They thus
inhale the next wave and die from drowning in spite of
wearing a life jacket.
7. In regard to immersion suits, Eskimos have used "spring
pels" to protect themselves from sudden cold water
immersion since they took to the water. Crude suits have
been available to mariners since the mid 19th Century. A
concentrated effort to produce a practical, commercially
available suit did not occur until post 1945. Between the
1950s and the late 1970s, the suits were criticized due to
poor design, poor fit, leakage and quality control in the
manufacturing process. In the last 20 years, with the
introduction of several standards, including the 1983 IMO
SOLAS(1) standard, improvement in fabrics, zips(1) and
better inspection procedures, the water tightness of the
suits has improved, and acceptance has improved.
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[Vocabulary: IMO SOLAS = The International Maritime
Organization’s, Convention on the Safety of Life at Sea.
Zips -= zippers.]
8. Fundamental principles of the immersion suit design and
development are discussed, particularly the requirements
for a dry suit, the necessity for it to be integrated with the
lifejacket, the profound, negative effect of leakage on the
immersed Clo insulation value,(1) the difficulty of
protecting the hands and the penalties for the use of poor
materials and quality control in the manufacturing process.
[(1)Vocabulary: Clo value = a technical term of
measurement of the amount of insulation value. It is
discussed extensively in chapters we did not include.]
9. Thermal manikin technology for evaluating the thermal
protection of an immersion suit moved rapidly forward in
the 1980s, but has stagnated basically due to lack of
funding. Although there are pros and cons for manikin
use, the way ahead is to develop a simple manikin for suit
thermal testing against a standard. Humans should only be
used for new concepts and major modification to already
approved suits. More research is needed to clarify the
proportional contribution of torso, head and limbs to the
heat equation in order to fine tune the next generation of
manikins.
10. In regards to who should be protected and what regulations
require modification or initiation, there are thirteen
professional categories that require either a constant wear
suit (Group I), a ship abandonment suit (Group II), or a
passenger immersion suit system (Group Ill).
Modifications are required to the standards related to the
Group I and II suits, but most important, the Group III
(passengers sailing in water below 59°F) are currently
unprotected. In the next two years, Transport Canada(1)
should require the carriage of a Navy style quick don
immersion suit, within the next five years, an integrated
passenger immersion suit system must be developed.
[(1)These Canadian goals are worthy of our government’s
careful consideration.]
11. In regards to the practical advice regarding the regulations
requiring the carriage of liferafts and training of operators
of passenger carrying vessels.
(a) Wherever possible, entry into water below 59°F should
be avoided. Direct entry into a life raft should be the
objective.
[((1)Comment: The (U.S.) National
Transportation Safety Board made this point in their
1986 report on the Pilgrim Belle grounding.]
(b) Transport Canada should use this philosophy in the
design, development and implementation of all new
legislation in a step wise fashion. All vessels operating
in Canadian lakes and rivers at 59°F or below should
carry liferafts(1) that can easily be launched and
boarded by the entire crew and passengers.
[(1)Comment: This refers to inflatable liferafts not life
floats. We agree!]
(c) The only exception to this should be where it is
physically or practically impossible to stow a liferaft.
Under such conditions the passengers must wear
inflatable lifejackets when on board.
(d) Operating a vessel close to the shore or in groups or the

carriage of EPIRB are not reasons for waiving this
requirement because death from cold shock will occur
within 3-5 minutes, swimming failure in under 30
minutes, and darkness only hampers escape and rescue.
(e) The Marine Emergency Duties curriculum should be
amended to include the two new Canadian videos on
cold shock, swimming failure, hypothermia and postrescue collapse.
12. A correctly designed and fitted lifejacket plays a vital role
in the effort to protect the human from cold shock.
Introduction of legislation and regulations since 1945 have
had a dramatic effect on drowning statistics. These are at
an all time low in Canada of 1.2 per 100,000 population.
13. This does not allow any complacency because work still
needs to be done on the nomenclature(1) of flotation
devices (lifejacket v. PFDs), improvement in self righting
tests, a review of self- righting requirements, co-ordination
of new standards with the IMO/ISO/CEN standards, and
the question of legislation of the wearing of flotation
devices on small passenger vessels. More attention should
also be paid to how fashion positively or negatively affects
the wearing of lifejackets and personal flotation devices.
[(1)Vocabulary: Nomenclature = names or descriptive
terms. “Life Jackets” and PFDs are examples of lifesaving
devices with different functions.]
14. If the decision is made to develop new standards for
lifejackets (inshore and offshore) and PFDs (generally
domestic and recreational) then because there is so much
commonality between them, neither must be developed in
isolation of each other. Furthermore, it is essential that
preferably the committee chairman or senior representative
for both standards should both attend each other's meetings
and also international meetings with IMO/ISO/CEN. If
this does not happen an incongruous situation may occur
where common essential parameters may not be in
agreement.
15. For those destined to develop the integrated immersion
suit system, it must be remembered that:
(a) getting wet is potentially very dangerous.
(b) a dry system must be provided to achieve protection
from the four stages of immersion.
(c) leakage of as little of one-half litre of water into the
system will reduce insulation by 30%.
(d) the maximum insulation that can be added to a suit to
prevent heat loss and still be wearable is 4.5 Clo in air.
(e) protection of the hands in the longer term is
problematic, but not essential to survival, providing
function is maintained for critical tasks.
(f) testing should be as realistic as possible to avoid
disappointment with the function of the final product in
the survival situation.
Golden and Hervey (1981)(1) identified four distinct stages
in which a human immersed in cold water may become
incapacitated and die. However, what is most important to
note is that stages 1, 2 and 4 [described below] were largely
regarded as of academic interest only; so they did not have a
large effect on survival policy, international regulations and
survival equipment. All of the effort was concentrated on
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stage three, that of hypothermia, on predicting the onset and
prevention of hypothermia.
Thus, there is still no
consideration given to the physiological impact resulting from
the first two stages of immersion in the design of emergency
equipment. For instance, flares are still vacuum packed in
polythene bags and as in the Estonia accident were not usable
simply because no one had the grip strength or the tactility to
open the bags. The bailer in the Estonia liferaft was wrapped
in polythene and after attempting to open it with his teeth, one
survivor finally gave up after he had lost several teeth!!
Anyone who works, flies or plays over cold water, those who
design equipment for emergency use, and coroners and
pathologists who investigate deaths in marine accidents must
know about these four stages. [(1)Identifies authors of
published research projects. These references appear in the
full report.]

• they were often in shallow water
• the accidents occurred within feet of the shore.
Most important, there was potential help at the scene of the
accident, but no one recognized the danger of sudden death
from cold shock in an otherwise healthy person. This is the
precise reason why standards for wearing lifejackets and/or
carriage of liferafts must not be relaxed when operating in
cold water. Carriage of EPIRBs (with their 90 minute to 2
hour response time), and the fact that the vessel may be
operating in a group or close to shore are not reasons for a
waiver.
The clear message is that sudden entry unprotected in
cold water is very dangerous and should be avoided wherever
possible. This applies to everyone whether commercial
operators or recreational boaters.
Stage 3 – Long-Term Immersion Or “Hypothermia”

Stage 1 – Initial Immersion Responses or “Cold Shock”
On initial immersion, there is a large inspiratory gasp
followed by a four-fold increase in pulmonary ventilation (i.e.,
severe hyperventilation). This on its own can cause small
muscle spasms and drowning. Along with this, there is a
massive increase in heart rate and blood pressure. These latter
cardiac responses may cause death, particularly in older, less
healthy people. These effects last for the first two to three
minutes, just at the critical stage of ship abandonment.
(Tipton, 1989 & Tipton et al., 1994)
Death from cold shock is not uncommon. …Typical
examples … continue to be regularly reported in the Canadian
press each year demonstrate the practical evidence that cold
shock kills.
Stage 2 – Short Term Immersion or “Swimming Failure”
Death at this stage, between three and thirty minutes after
immersion, appears to affect those who try to swim. It has
now become apparent that much more emphasis must be put
on swimming failure as a cause of death. It must also be
understood that ability to swim in warm water is no indication
of how well a human can swim in cold water. The classic
testimony heard in the coroner's court is: “We saw him go
over the side, he started to swim and by the time we had the
boat turned around and tried to identify where he was lost, he
had disappeared. How could that be? He was an excellent
swimmer.”
The cause was thought to be due to the respiratory and
cardiovascular responses already started in the initial
immersion. An alternative theory was that the cold water
contact with the nose and mouth induced the “diving
response.” This causes breathing to stop (apnea), a slowing of
the heart rate (bradycardia) and even cardiac arrest (asystole).
These are not rare events either and are commonly
reported in the newspaper.
There are several common threads in these types of
accidents:
• the victims were good swimmers
• the water was cold
• death occurred within a matter of only minutes – much too
early for hypothermia to set in
• they were all healthy people

Heat Balance: The Basic Physics
In order to understand the cause of hypothermia, it is
important to understand the basic physics of how a human
maintains heat balance.
Heat flows down a thermal gradient from high to low
temperatures. Thus, in the cold, a thermal gradient is
established, down which heat “flows” from the warmer deeper
tissues to the cooler tissues near the surface of the body. Heat
then escapes from the body to the environment.
In normal circumstances in air, the body can exchange
heat with the environment via four physical processes:
radiation (R), convection (C), conduction (K), and evaporation
(E).
R (Radiation). All objects possessing heat, including the
body, emit thermal radiation from their surfaces.
C (Convection). This is the process by which heat is
exchanged with the environment by the movement of air or
water molecules adjacent to the skin, as they move away they
are replaced by colder molecules.
K (Conduction). This term is used to describe heat exchange
between the skin and surrounding surfaces with which it is in
direct contact.
E (Evaporation). Evaporation is the process by which energy
transforms liquid to a gas. The heat required to drive this
process is removed from the surface of the object on which
evaporation is occurring, and it cools.
For body temperature to remain stable in a cool
environment, the heat produced by the body at rest or through
exercise or shivering (M), must match that lost by R, C, K and
E, or combined, R+C+K+E=M.
Several factors influence the amount of heat exchanged by
R, C, K, and F. The most common are: the surface area
involved in heat exchange; the temperature gradient between
the body and the environment; and the relative movement of
the fluid (air or water) in which the body is placed. This
explains why someone will cool faster if: they are in colder
water (gradient); if they are partially immersed compared to
completely immersed (surface area); if they are in fast flowing
as opposed to still water (movement of the fluid); and if they
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move about compared to staying still (relative movement of
the fluid).
In water, heat is conducted to the molecules of water in
contact with the skin (“boundary layer”). These molecules are
warmed and rise (Convection), and are replaced by cooler
ones. Thus, in water only two of the four primary pathways
for heat exchange are available, and heat loss is principally by
convective and conductive heat exchange. Despite this, a
naked individual in cold water will cool approximately four
times faster than in air at the same temperature. This is
because thermal conductivity of water is 25 times that of air,
and its volume-specific heat capacity is approximately 3500
times that of air. Therefore, water has a much greater capacity
to extract heat [than air of the same temperature]. The
volume-specific heat capacity is obtained by multiplying the
specific heat of a substance by its density. It represents the
amount of heat required to raise the temperature of a given
volume of water by 1°K. At 98.6°F (i.e., normal body
temperature) the volume-specific heat capacity of water is
3431 times that of air. Furthermore, when in water, unlike air,
the surface area available for heat exchange with the
environment comes close to 100%. This is the reason why
cold water is so dangerous. The corollary to this is that hot
water is a very good medium to re-warm hypothermic victims.
After thirty minutes or more of immersion, death may
occur from hypothermia. The reason for this is that water has
a specific heat 1000 times that of air and a thermal
conductivity of about 25 times that of air. Thus, when a body
is immersed in water below body temperature (98.6°F), it will
inevitably cool to hypothermic levels at a rate dependent on:
• Temperature differential
• Clothing insulation
• Rate of agitation of the water
• Body heat production produced by shivering and exercise
• Ratio of body mass to surface area
• Subcutaneous fat thickness
• State of physical fitness
• Diet prior to immersion
• Physical behaviour and body posture in the water
As the deep body temperature falls, humans lapse into
unconsciousness. Death may occur in two ways – drowning
through incapacitation, and cardiac arrest. Death from
drowning will occur in a lightly dressed individual even
wearing a lifejacket, approximately one hour after immersion
in water at 41°F, or two hours in water at 50°F, or in six hours
or less at 59°F.
If the deep body temperature continues to fall, death
occurs on average from cardiac arrest somewhere below a
body core temperature of 75.2°F. The lowest recorded
survival temperature in an accidental victim is 56.6°F.
However, after surgical induction of hypothermia, there has
been one reported incident of resuscitation from a body core
temperature of 48.2°F…
Example: COMET,(1) May 1973
The COMET had 27 persons on board and sank in Block
Island Sound, Rhode Island, about seven miles offshore, in
48º F water. The COMET had no EPIRB and the only
lifesaving apparatus was a 20-person buoyant apparatus.
About 15 of the survivors held onto the buoyant apparatus at
some point, including two of three who set out in a swamped
dinghy to get to the buoyant apparatus. Six others were able
to use an 8-ft by 10-ft piece of flotsam for partial support.

Almost everyone on board had a lifejacket on when they
abandoned ship. The two or three people who were not able
to get a lifejacket were able use either the buoyant apparatus
or the flotsam. The, first death occurred in the dinghy about
one-half hour after the sinking
Deaths continued until
rescuers happened on the scene 4 hours later. A total of 16
persons died in this time. [(1)GCMA file #M-157]
Example: JOAN LA RIE III,(1) October, 1982
The JOAN LA RIE III had 22 persons on board and
sank about 8 miles off of the New Jersey coast in 53°F water.
Life saving apparatus consisted of a 7-person buoyant
apparatus and a 15-person life float. Most of the passengers
were resting in the deckhouse when the vessel was hit by a
rogue wave, heeled over, and began to flood. Two persons are
missing as a result of this casualty. They may have drowned
in the deckhouse. The remaining 20 persons were able to
escape into the water, but none was able to put on a life jacket.
Apparently all but two persons made it to the life float and
buoyant apparatus, which were secured together. Those two
died. Of the remaining 18 gathered at the life float and the
buoyant apparatus, 14 survived and 4 died in the 90 minutes it
took for the rescue to arrive. . [ (1 )GCMA file #M-107. M/V
Joan La Rie III, Capsizing and Sinking in the Atlantic Ocean
on 24 October 1982 with multiple loss of life. Report #USCGM-84-2 (16732/0004 HQS 82).]
Stage 4 – Post-Rescue Collapse
Up to twenty percent of immersion deaths occur during
extraction from the water, or within hours after rescue. This
was first noticed in 1875, by Reinke, a police surgeon in
Hamburg. He recorded cases of sailors who had fallen into
the canals and harbour and died within 24 hours of being
rescued. During the Second World War, the Germans and
Allies noted that some of those who were rescued alive, died
shortly afterwards. Matthes noted how ditched German
aircrew who had been conscious in the water and aided in
their own rescue, became unconscious and died shortly
afterwards. McCance et al, (1956) found that seventeen
percent of those shipwrecked survivors rescued from the water
at 50°F or less died within 24 hours of rescue. None of the
people rescued from water above 68°F died.
When the Wahine Ferry sank in 1969 in Wellington
Harbour, Mercer reported that, of the 51 lives lost, twelve
were alive on rescue, but died shortly afterward. In the 1994
Estonia accident, at least one person who was noticed to be
alive in the water, lost consciousness when in a helicopter
hoist, fell back into the sea and died. An extensive list of post
rescue collapse incidents is reported in Golden's articles on
shipwreck and survival and Golden and Hervey's article on the
after-drop and death after rescue from immersion in cold
water.
Initial Responses to Immersion (Stages 1 & 2)
New Scientific Information Since 1975
It has now become clear that over half of the immersionrelated deaths occur during the first two stages of immersion,
i.e., cold shock and swimming failure. However, as stated
previously, investigators still concentrate on the cause of the
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marine accident and not the precise cause of an individual's
death. It is still hard to accurately document at what stage of
the immersion death occurred. This is because little history
has been gathered from survivors or by investigators, it is only
possible, to a limited degree, to estimate the cause of death
from a newspaper report or the scant information in the
accident investigation.
The problem is further compounded by the fact that such a
good job has been done educating people on the dangers of
cold water, immersion and hypothermia, that even the
pathologists now list the cause of death as hypothermia, even
though the cold, wet body on their autopsy table actually died
from cold shock or swimming failure and drowning.
Although cold shock or an increased respiratory response
to cold water has been known for many years (Falk, 1884), the
practical significance of this response has only really been
evaluated in terms of its practical importance in the last 20
years. When considering at what water temperature protection
should be provided against the initial responses to cold water
immersion, it is now known that the cold shock response
begins at water temperatures below 77°F and peak at a
temperature between 50 and 59°F. This is in part, the
explanation for deaths that occur in water as high as 59°F long
before standard survival curves would predict. It is now
thought by many that the pressing threat to otherwise healthy
individuals is the respiratory distress evoked by immersion
and the consequent inability to control breathing and breath
hold
Swimming
Swimming has a massive impact on the rate of body
cooling and can increase the rate between 30-40% Tipton et
al (1999) studied the deterioration of swimming performance
after the subjects had adapted to the stage 1 cold shock
respiratory responses.
All ten competent swimmers
completed a 90-minute swim in 77°F water; eight completed
the swim in 64.4°F water. In 50°F water, five swimmers
completed 90 minute swims, four were withdrawn between 22
and 50 minutes close to swim failure and one was withdrawn
at 61 minutes close to swim failure. Stroke rate and length
were similar in 77°F and 64.4°F water throughout the swims,
but in 50°F water the stroke rate was increased and the stroke
length decreased. These changes were most pronounced in
those close to swim fatigue. Stroke length decreased by 50%
during the last 30 minutes for the swimmer who reached swim
failure in 61 minutes.
Coincident to this, the average swimming angle increased
from an average of 18° at the start of the swim to 24° at the
end of the swim. The swimmer who reached swim failure
finished with a swim angle of 35°. After 15-30 minutes in
50°F water, swimmers’ fingers were splayed and started to
flex. At the end of the swims, swimmers reported that it
became increasingly difficult to straighten their limbs and
coordinate swimming movements. Grip strength was not
altered by swimming in water at 77°F, but in water at 64.4°F
and 50°F, it was significantly decreased by 11% and 26%
respectively.
Wallingford et al (2000) investigated the factors which
limit cold water swimming distance while wearing a personal
flotation device. Five female and twelve male subjects took
part in a swim in 57.2°F water. The subjects swam an average
of 889 metres before swim failure. There was no correlation
between distance swum and percentage body fat, aerobic

fitness and abdominal skinfold thickness. However, those
who swum the greatest distance had a significantly larger
tricep skinfold thickness.
Wallingford et al. agreed with the conclusion made by
Giesbreicht (1995) that the majority of the decrement in arm
performance is due to the local cooling of arm tissue and not
due to hypothermia. Wallingford's study did not support the
assumption made by Hayward et al (1975) that hypothermia
could be responsible for the inability to swim in cold water
while wearing a personal flotation device. If Hayward's
prediction was correct, the swimmers would have covered a
distance of 2058 metres before incapacitation. This was more
than double the distance of 889 metres covered by the subjects
long before incapacitation from hypothermia (end average
core temperature of 96.4°F).
Markle (1991) correctly noted that persons in the water
with and without lifesaving equipment died at a much higher
rate than predicted by the estimated survival graph. This
supports Golden's theory that many victims drown during the
cold shock and swimming failure stage of immersion, not
from hypothermia per se. Even if they survive long enough to
cool, cold-induced muscle incapacitation can prevent their
keeping their backs to the waves, and thus their oro-nasal
cavities clear of water, sometime after their body core
temperature is reduced by 3.6 – 5.2°F. This is why it is
essential to wear a lifejacket with good sea keeping properties,
i.e. self-righting, good freeboard and a face shield to protect
from hypothermia.
Markle further concluded that “The present requirements
for lifejackets, life floats and buoyant apparatus have proven
adequate in all studied casualties where water temperature was
59.0°F or less”. This might have been the case in this study,
but it is still possible to die from hypothermia and post rescue
collapse as in the case of the Lakonia in 1965 that sank in
64.2°F water off Madeira
The provision of a buoyant apparatus in which the survivor
is basically floating with head only out of the water clinging
to a becketed line in water below 59°F is only a last ditch
measure if everything else has failed. Drowning is very likely
from cold shock and swimming failure, in the short term, and
hypothermia and post rescue collapse in the long term. The
colder the water, the greater the chance of death. Again, as
Markle clearly pointed out, in the case of the Cougar accident,
the two people who managed to get themselves on top of a
buoyant apparatus were the two not to be hospitalized. The
remainder had to remain clinging to it in water at 13°C, three
died. Similarly, in another case referred to by Markle (Zephyr
II accident), if the device had been a liferaft instead of a
buoyant apparatus, the person without the lifejacket would
have been able to board it and would have survived the few
minutes in the water. In this accident, eight of the survivors
got separated from the boat. They decided to swim to an
island, only one was alive six hours later when he called for
help when almost ashore.
A Typical Case Where Death was
Incorrectly Attributed to Hypothermia
Paradoxically, as previously stated, we have done a very
good job of educating the public about hypothermia. As a
result, local rescuers, police, the Red Cross, coroners and
pathologists always assume that someone who has been pulled
out of cold water drowned from hypothermia, yet this often is
not the case. Because this assumption has been made, little
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further questioning has been conducted to find out precisely
how, when and where the victim met his/her demise.
The Ocean Ranger sank in near freezing water on the
Grand Banks off Newfoundland in February 1982 with the
loss of all 84 men. No one was outfitted with a survival suit,
although some wore lifejackets. The cause of death was
attributed to drowning from hypothermia, yet from the
testimony available, many died after only a matter of a few
minutes in the water.
Below is the testimony from the Master of the [rescue
vessel] Seaforth Highlander:
It was at that time that the lifeboat began to capsize to port
in a very slow manner, like watching a slow motion picture.
The men standing on top of the boat were thrown into the sea.
The boat remained capsized. I believed during the capsize of
the lifeboat the line we had made fast to it parted. After it had
capsized it was approximately 12 feet maybe off the Seaforth
Highlander, and I could see what I estimated to be eight or
nine men clinging to the boat in the water. I could see all
these men. They had lifejackets on, and there was a light on
each lifejacket. We were still along the lifeboat, and after
maybe a minute and a half or two minutes – it is very difficult
to estimate – the men clinging to the boat began to let go, and
they drifted down my port side. At that point I shouted down
to the mate on the deck via the loud hailer system to throw
over a liferaft. I saw the men running up forward on my deck
to go for the liferaft, and they threw a liferaft over the side
which inflated right beside the men in the water. No effort
was made by any man in the water to grab hold of the liferaft.
No effort was made by any of the men in the water. No
apparent effort was made by any of the men in the water to
reach the lines which my men had been throwing to them after
the boat capsized. I saw a life ring with line attached landing
close to the men clinging to the boat, and they didn't make any
effort to reach the life ring. At this time there were some men
drifting down my port side, but the lifeboat was still off the
port quarter of the ship with two or three men clinging to it. It
was close to my port propeller at this time, so I had to stop my
port propeller in case the men got caught in it …
I maneuvered the ship back around to an upwind position
from the lifeboat and steamed down close to the lifeboat, the
men and the lifejackets in the water. There was no sign of life
at all. We could see all the men floating with their heads
under the water, some of them with their arms outstretched, no
sign of life, and the men on the deck were trying to pick up
bodies.
Death obviously in this case was caused by cold shock and
possibly swimming failure, but certainly not hypothermia.
Breath Holding Ability and
Ability to Control Breathing Rate
This is very critical for all who abandon ship into cold
water. If they abandon dry shod into a liferaft, there is no
problem. However, if they abandon ship into cold water,
unless they are mentally and physically prepared for the cold
shock, are protected with a survival suit, a lifejacket and a
spray hood, they may drown in the immediate abandonment
due to the inability to control breathing in the first three
minutes of immersion. It is not just a problem of not being
able to breath hold; if you are in choppy water, there is an
inability to coordinate and control breathing with wave splash.
This is a typical scenario for passengers on tourist vessels in
Canada's lakes and rivers in spring and early summer.

Sterba et al (1979) investigated breath holding capability
of humans in water ranging from 59°F – 95°F. They
concluded that breath holding ability at 59°F was
approximately 30% of the non-immersed values.
Hayward et al (1984) showed clearly that there is an
inverse relationship between water temperature and breath
hold ability. Thus, for abandonment in 77°F water, average
breath holding is 38 seconds, whereas for 59°F, 50°F and
41°F water it is 28, 24, and 19 seconds respectively. They
concluded that breath holding time in water below 59°F was
25-50% of the pre-submersion level. Their predictive curve
was recently validated at the higher end of the scale by
Cheung et at (2001) in 77°F water following a breath holding
experiment.
Two hundred and twenty eight subjects
participated and the average breath hold time was a mean of
39.8 ± 21.1 seconds.
Potential for Cardiac Arrhythmias
Tipton (1989) had already documented the initial cardiorespiratory responses to immersion in cold water, i.e. the
massive increase in heart rate and blood pressure within the
first three minutes of immersion. Then in 1994, Tipton et at
investigated the cardiac responses to submersion in water of
41°F and 50°F. Ectopic arrhythmias (irregular heartbeats)
were observed in 11 of the 12 subjects in 29 of the 36
submersions. These occurred immediately after breaking of
breath hold (i.e. just at the time after jumping into the water
and having to take a breath). They were benign in most cases,
(i.e. they were of short duration, supraventricular in origin and
producing no symptoms).
However, this may not be the case for an aging population
of tourists that may have to abandon a vessel in cold water,
such as the St. Lawrence River or one of the Great Lakes. For
those with a potential heart conduction defect, the heart is
likely to be very susceptible to sudden immersion in water of
50°F, resulting in a cardiac arrest or death. Sudden immersion
in cold water to the neck makes the heart much more
susceptible to arrythmias, due to an increase in output of the
stress hormones (i.e. Adrenaline, Noradrenaline).
The
frequency of these arrhythmias is higher when the face is
immersed.
Manual Dexterity
There has now been more research done on loss of tactility
in cold water during the first 10-15 minutes of immersion
During this time, the cold water renders the limbs useless, and
particularly the hands. It can become impossible to carry out
any self-rescue procedures. This only enhances the possibility
of perishing before hypothermia is established.
The ability to do such tasks as activate the life jacket
inflation device (if fitted), climb into a life raft, cling to a
becketted line(1) or activate a flare depends on manual
dexterity and grip strength. The ability of muscle to produce
force is reduced when its temperature falls below 80.6°F.
This can occur in as little as 20 minutes in water at 53.6°F.
Vincent and Tipton (1988) showed that the maximum
voluntary grip strength (MVGS) of subjects who immersed
their unprotected hands or forearms in 41°F water was
reduced by 16% and 13% respectively, and that wearing a
glove significantly reduced the MVGS by 16% in air and with
the hand glove and water immersion combination, the
reduction was 31%. Research has also shown that hand grip
strength was reduced by up to 60%, manual dexterity was
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reduced by 30% and speed of finger flexion was decreased by
15 to 25%. A recent study by Heuss et al (1995 identified
minimum hand temperature criteria for safety and
performance – local skin temperature 59°F, nerve temperature
68°F and muscle temperature 82.4°F. The sinking of the
Hudson Transport on Christmas Day 1981 in the freezing
water off the Gulf of St. Lawrence is a classic example where
cold extremities contributed to the death of five seamen.
[(1)Vocabulary: Becketed line = a short line with or without
an eye, such as one attached to a life float or other lifesaving
device.]
The raft was overcrowded. The night was pitch black. The
deck lights had gone out a short time before. They could hear
air escaping. They could feel freezing water coming up
around them. A spirit of sauve qui peut seized them all. Six
men made it back to the deck. They were helped by the
captain and Kennedy to scramble up the ship's side. Their
desperate plight may be imagined from the fact that some of
them were so chilled by wind and water that they climbed the
ladder using knees and elbows rather than hands and feet.
Five others fell into the sea and were lost. Perhaps some of
them were simply too cold to be able to climb up the ladder.
Should Passengers Wear Lifejackets
Prior to Abandonment,
This question was raised after several rapid sinkings
occurred. Particular accidents cited have been the loss of the
MV George Prince (1976) in the Mississippi River where 76
people died, the loss of the USCGC Cuyahoga (1978) in
Chesapeake Bay where 11 people died; the loss of the
Marchioness (1989) in the River Thames, UK, where 51
people died; and the loss of the MV Miss Majestic (1999) on
Lake Hamilton, Arkansas where 13 people died.(1) The
problem in each of these accidents was that many of the
people were trapped between decks. The wearing of an
inherently buoyant life jacket would have further hampered
their escape if it was possible. Nevertheless, for those who
found themselves in the water and in the dark in two of the
accidents, a life jacket was critical to their survival.
[(1)Comment: Add to that the 20 deaths on the M/B Ethan
Allen on Lake George, NY on Oct. 2, 2005]
If one is therefore going to regulate that passengers must
wear a lifejacket on a passenger-carrying vessel that does not
have the ability to carry a liferaft, then the lifejacket must be
an inflatable one. The modern inflatable lifejacket is an
excellent piece of life-saving equipment; it is comfortable,
unobtrusive and very reliable. The Europeans have been
using them for recreation and commercial boating operations
on their lakes, rivers and canals for years. Canada has simply
been slow in effecting new legislation for approval and it is
only in the last five years that they have started to come into
general use.
The argument from ship's operators that they are expensive
to purchase and maintain is only partially true. The fact is that
once operators start to use them and passengers become
familiar with them, then the confidence in their merit will go
up, the price (due to a higher demand) will go down, and
maintenance costs will correspondingly go down due to the
general public starting to respect a very good piece of
equipment that will potentially save their life. The two
children in the True North II accident would have likely been
alive and well today if they had worn a good inflatable
lifejacket as they stepped on board the boat.

Summary
This [section] discusses essentials to know about the
applied physiology of a sudden cold water immersion
accident.
• Up until fifty years ago, no one really understood the
reason why people suddenly immersed in cold water died.
It was attributed to an inability to stay afloat and vague
terms such as “exposure”. Nor was anyone particularly
concerned about the steady cost of life. It was simply
accepted as an occupational hazard and fate.
• Any early attempt at saving ship wrecked mariners was to
provide them with flotation in rather than out of the water.
Death may occur from one of the four stages of
immersion:
- Stage 1 Cold shock (3 - 5 minutes)
- Stage 2 Swimming failure (3-30 minutes)
- Stage 3 Hypothermia (after 30 minutes)
- Stage 4 Post rescue collapse (during or hours after
rescue)
• Although the four stages have been known since World
War II stages 1 and 2 were considered only of academic
interest. As a result, regulators, teaching establishments
and survival suit manufacturers all concentrated their
efforts on protecting the human from hypothermia.
Indeed, in this regard they have done a very good job.
• Even though there are well established teaching programs,
good regulations and much improved life saving
equipment, there are still in the order of 140,000 open
water deaths each year. What has been overlooked is the
significance of the first two stages – cold shock and
swimming failure as a cause of death. The severity of the
effects of cold shock is directly proportional to the water
temperature peaking between 50 – 59°F.
• The layperson and accident investigators are often
surprised that some people do not survive a lengthy
immersion. Theoretically they are within the “safe”
boundaries of one or more of the survival curves that have
been developed to predict death from hypothermia. These
people do not die of hypothermia per se. They die from a
variety of problems in which moderate hypothermia is
enough for them to lose their physical ability and mental
determination to keep their backs to the waves. Thus, they
inhale the next wave and die from drowning in spite of
wearing a life jacket.
• From all the combined research on cold water accidents
and scientific research, it has become clear that sudden
immersion in cold water, (i.e., below 59°F) is very
dangerous, it should be avoided if at all possible. It has
now been shown that a person's swimming ability in warm
water bears no relationship to that in cold water. A
conscious decision to swim (and rescue oneself) or stay
floating still in the water (and be rescued) should not be
taken lightly without assessing the pros and cons. In water
below 59°F, crew and passengers must abandon ship dry
shod. If it is not practical to stow a liferaft on small
vessels, then passengers must wear a modern inflatable
lifejacket at all times.
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CAPT. BILL BEACOM RESPONDS TO MANNING
QUESTION AT CONGRESSIONAL HEARING
REP. ELIJAH CUMMINGS: I want to go to you, Captain
Beacom. In your testimony, you raised some very serious
concerns about safety in the towing industry. You believe that
manning, in particular, is often insufficient in part because the
Coast Guard does not have adequate resources to ensure safety in
the industry and in part because you believe management is
essentially filtering information that passes to the Coast Guard
through safety committees. Can you comment on how prevalent
unsafe conditions you have described are in the towing industry?
CAPTAIN BEACOM. Well, a lot of it is based on the fact
that they have cut the size of the crews to the point where it is
impossible to operate safely. In 1988, I worked on a vessel that
had a 10 man crew. That vessel is currently operating with a six
man crew, doing exactly the same thing, and there is no
automation that would lead to that downsizing. So you either
have to come to the conclusion that the people that were
operating the vessel in 1988 were idiots and they were paying
four people not to do anything, or you have to come to the
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE LOOKS
INTO COAST GUARD
By Robert Little, Baltimore Sun Reporter
[Emphasis by underlining is ours]
(November 10, 2007)
The Government Accountability Office is investigating the
U.S. Coast Guard's administrative law system, as members of
Congress move forward with plans to dismantle the system
and hand its responsibilities to the National Transportation
Safety Board.
The GAO, Congress’ investigative agency, confirmed it is
exploring the system amid evidence that Coast Guard
administrative law judges have been pressured by the agency's
chief judge to rule in the Coast Guard's favor.
In addition, two sources said investigators from the
Department of Homeland Security's Office of Inspector
General have requested a host of Coast Guard records as part
of a wide-ranging review of how the agency investigates and
prosecutes cases. Neither agency would discuss the scope or
the timeline of its review.
The actions stem from a June report in The Sun detailing
former Coast Guard Administrative Law Judge Jeffie J.
Massey's claims that she was told to rule in the Coast Guard's
favor. By researching thousands of court records since 1999,
The Sun found that the Coast Guard prevails in its cases
against mariners more than 97 percent of the time.
In a setback to three mariners who had challenged the
system and sued the Coast Guard this year, a federal judge in
New Orleans dismissed the lawsuits Thursday [Nov. 8],
despite having called the evidence "disturbing, to say the
least." U.S. District Judge Helen G. Berrigan ruled that the
mariners must exhaust their appeals within the Coast Guard
system before suing in federal court over allegations that they
were treated unfairly.
[GCMA Comment:

Unless appealed, this unfortunate

conclusion that those six people are now doing the work of ten.
And any time you put that kind of an onerous workload on
people, you decrease the amount of safety.
Now, because of the fact that there is an onerous
workload, the turnover changes. And I talked with people in
both Dupont and Shell that say when you get more than a 20
percent turnover that any safety management program is
nullified by the lack of knowledge within the group. And we
have way more than a 20 percent turnover on the deck on
most towboats. So if you had adequate manning, you would
eliminate this. Not only would you eliminate it, you would
level the playing field so those companies who bid jobs on the
basis of inadequate manning would not have a financial
advantage against those who are trying to do things right.
[GCMA Editorial Comment: Although the manning
problem is one of the most serious problems facing the
towing industry, the Coast Guard decided to sidestep the
problem and hide its head in the sand when it prepares its
new towing vessel inspection regulations. Refer to the
entire GCMA #R-370 report series and to GCMA Report
#R-279. Rev 6]
ruling traps mariners within the existing Coast Guard
Administrative Law System that unfairly deprived a
number of mariners of their licenses for years on end.]
In an earlier ruling, Berrigan said evidence presented to
the court – including Massey's sworn statements and memos
from Coast Guard Chief Judge Joseph N. Ingolia purporting to
tell other judges how to rule – "raised a big pile of smelly stuff
that doesn't, you know, it doesn't pass the smell test."
"I know that I wouldn't dream of doing things that Judge
Ingolia seemed to feel was appropriate to do," Berrigan said
last month from the bench.
"Maybe the world is different over where you are," she
said to the Coast Guard's attorneys, "but to me I think that
wouldn't have even been on my radar screen to try to do that."
Coast Guard officials declined to comment yesterday,
saying they expect Thursday's rulings in New Orleans to be
appealed and cannot discuss matters in litigation. But
spokeswoman Angela H. Hirsch said that the agency believes
its administrative law system treats mariners fairly, and that a
thorough review will bear that out.
The Coast Guard's administrative law system is designed
to hear cases, brought by Coast Guard investigators, against
civilian tugboat captains, pilots, deckhands and other mariners
accused of negligence, misconduct or other infractions on the
water.
More than half of the 6,300 charges reviewed by The Sun
involved alleged drug use, and the majority of cases were
settled before a judge issued a final ruling. Agency records
show that mariners charged by the Coast Guard have about a
40-to-1 chance of either winning or having the case dismissed,
compared with a 9-to-1 victory rate for criminal defendants in
federal court.
Rep. Elijah E. Cummings, a Baltimore Democrat who
chairs the House subcommittee responsible for oversight of
the Coast Guard, said he is finalizing legislation to dismantle
the Coast Guard's administrative law system and funnel
mariner cases instead to the NTSB, which handles similar
cases related to licensed aircraft pilots. He plans to introduce
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the measure as part of the annual Coast Guard reauthorization
bill, which the House of Representatives could pass by the end
of the year.
Cummings, an attorney who practiced law in Baltimore for
19 years before being elected to Congress, said his office has
been deluged by calls and letters(1) from mariners who say
they believe the existing Coast Guard system is unfair. Some
told him they accepted plea bargains for offenses they didn't
commit, because they believed the Coast Guard court would
not give them a fair hearing. [(1)Rep. Elijah Cummings, 2235
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, DC 20515.
Phone:
202-225-4741;
Fax
202-225-3176;
e-mail
www.house.gov/cummings.]
"I've heard that from so many people it's incredible," said
Cummings, who chairs the Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation subcommittee of the House Transportation and
Infrastructure Committee. "I've never seen anything like it. I
never knew that so many people had so little confidence in
this system – so little confidence that they were receiving fair
hearings before the Coast Guard's ALJs."
The Coast Guard has declined to comment on the specific
charges of bias, except to deny them generally. And it has
apparently not changed how mariner cases are handled and
who hears them. Ingolia, who has been the agency's chief ALJ
since 1991, was reappointed by Adm. Thad W. Allen, the
Coast Guard Commandant, in
October [2007].
[GCMA Comment: There has
been much more than the
“appearance” of impropriety in
the Coast Guard’s treatment of
mariners.
If Admiral Allen
continues to remains blind to
this, it is time for him to resign!]
Ingolia and other Coast Guard
officials have declined to be
interviewed, citing the federal
lawsuits. Though they were dismissed before any of the
substantive issues were considered, the lawsuits revealed
some of the Coast Guard's defenses to the claims.
In one exchange with Assistant U.S. Attorney Glenn K.
Schreiber, who represented Ingolia and the Coast Guard,
Berrigan recalled exchanges described in Massey's affidavit,
in which the former judge claims Ingolia told her and other
judges to favor the Coast Guard when making rulings.
"You agree that that's not appropriate?" Berrigan asked
Schreiber. "That a judge shouldn't be telling another judge on
a case that's not before him what that other judge should do,
how that judge should rule?"
Schreiber responded: "I think they were talking of
theoretics."
Schreiber noted that Massey also claimed Ingolia told her
to act "delicately and nicely and apologetically" if she felt she
must rule against the Coast Guard. Without acknowledging
that Massey's statements were true, he said they aren't as
damning as they first appear.
"He's not saying 'thou shalt never, thou shalt or must,"'
Schreiber said. "He's saying 'shouldn't,' but if you have to, do
it in such-and-such a way."
According to a memorandum obtained by The Sun,
officials in the Coast Guard ALJ's office said during an Oct.

24 conference call with agency judges that {Admiral Thad]
Allen, the commandant, has assured them that their office will
not be dismantled, despite the efforts of Congress. Coast
Guard officials declined to comment to The Sun.
Cummings said he plans to move quickly to take the
system away from the Coast Guard.
"I'm more adamant about this now than ever," he said.
"And I would hope the Coast Guard would work with us to
make it happen."
An Odoriferous Affair
[Source: By Robert Little, The Baltimore Sun, Nov. 15, 2007)
After reviewing merchant seamen's complaints about the
Coast Guard's system for disciplining mariners, a federal
judge in New Orleans was blunt in her assessment of the
process: It didn't "pass the smell test." The comment by U.S.
District Judge Helen G. Berrigan should serve as a warning to
Coast Guard officials who have defended the process against
charges that it has been neither fair nor unbiased. It may be
time to clean house.
Judge Berrigan made her remarks last week in connection
with a lawsuit filed by three mariners who challenged the Coast
Guard's administrative law process, a civil proceeding that hears
evidence against mariners charged with drug use, misconduct,
negligence or other violations on the water.
The allegations of unfairness
were reported this year by The Sun's
Robert Little, whose review of the
process
revealed
a
former
administrative law judge's claim that
she had been told by the chief judge
to rule in the Coast Guard's favor.
The newspaper's review of
thousands of charges against
seamen found that the service
prevailed 97 percent of the time.
The Coast Guard system has
continued despite the complaints,
and Chief Administrative Law
Judge Joseph N. Ingolia, who is at the center of the
controversy, was reappointed to his position last month.
Meanwhile, Judge Berrigan issued her negative comments
about the process even as she dismissed the mariners' lawsuit,
saying they had to wage their fight first within the Coast
Guard appeals system.. But she found evidence in the case to
be "disturbing," describing it as "a big pile of smelly stuff."
That's a strong condemnation.
Maryland Rep. Elijah E. Cummings was so outraged by the
complaints that he has proposed eliminating the Coast Guard
administrative law system; the National Transportation Safety
Board would instead oversee disciplinary cases against mariners.
On top of that, the Government Accountability Office is planning
to investigate the system. That's a positive development, because
the GAO may well provide the first objective review of the
allegations of pro-Coast Guard bias in the process.
At the very least, confidence in the system has eroded.
The GAO should pursue its investigation expeditiously so that
concerns about mariners' due-process rights can be resolved
and the integrity of the process restored.
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MM&P TESTIFIES ON COAST GUARD’S
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE PROGRAM
[Source: The Master, Mate & Pilot, Sept.-Oct. 2007.
Emphasis is ours.]
In the wake of the controversy surrounding alleged
improprieties in the Coast Guard's Administrative Law Judge
(ALJ) program, MM&P presented testimony July 31 before
the House Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation, chaired by Rep. Elijah Cummings (D-Md.).
MM&P, the only union to present testimony at the hearing,
was represented by attorney William Hewig of the law firm
Kopelman and Paige. Hewig specializes in Coast Guard legal
aid matters.
[GCMA Comment: Mr. Hewig’s testimony appears in
GCMA Report #R-442, Hearing on Challenges Facing the
Coast Guard’s Marine Safety Program.]
“Merchant marine licenses and documents are
livelihoods;” Hewig told the members of the subcommittee.
“They are mortgage payments, college tuition payments and
food on the table. It is absolutely essential to the integrity of
the Coast Guard's regulatory and supervisory powers over the
industry that the ALJs who preside over this segment of Coast
Guard authority be truly independent from any control,
supervision or interference by the Coast Guard.”
[GCMA Comment: In the existing system, the Coast Guard
investigates, prosecutes, judges, convicts, and sentences our
mariners and calls it “remedial.” The Coast Guard controls,
manages, and funds every step of this procedure. Many of
mariners were victimized by the excesses of the system as
reported in our Newsletter and GCMA Reports.]
William Hewig, Esq. made recommendations in his
testimony about how to make the system more fair. Under the
current system, for example, if a mariner requests an appeal of
a decision made by an ALJ, the appeal is heard by the Coast
Guard Commandant. Hewig advised the subcommittee to
look instead to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
ALJ system as an example. Under the system used for
airplane pilots and dispatchers, an appeal of an FAA decision
is heard by a National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
FISHERMEN ALLEGE BIAS IN COAST GUARD
ALJ RULINGS
In a recent letter to Congressman Elijah Cummings, a
Rhode Island fisherman Greg Duckworth, a member of the
Rhode Island Fishermen’s Alliance, the largest commercial
fishing organization in the state, urged “…that the current
Coast Guard judicial system should be dismantled in light of
the factual incidents of bias, violations of federal judicial laws
and truncation(1) of discovery and due process granted
respondents(1) in these proceedings.” He pointed out that
commercial fishermen from Rhode Island have their fates
determined by the same pool of U.S. Coast Guard judges that
have been accused of widespread bias and wrongdoing.
[Vocabulary: Truncation = cutting short (a mariner’s search

ALJ not by an FAA ALJ. Successive appeals, if they occur,
are heard by the full NTSB. The FAA program, Hewig said,
"serves as a good example of a system that operates at an
appropriate arms-length distance from the involved Federal
agency, and does as much as possible to ensure that only those
individuals having no direct relationship to or involvement
with the charging agency will be hearing appeals and deciding
the fate of the affected worker."
[GCMA Comment: Former ALJ Rosemary Denson also
made concrete suggestions for reforming the ALJ system
as reported in GCMA Report #R-442.]
The idea of having a different government agency hear
charges brought by the Coast Guard was embraced by Rep,
Elijah Cummings (D-MD) and by the subcommittee's ranking
member, Rep. Steven LaTourette (R-Ohio).
Congress to Address Problems in USCG
Administrative Law Judge Program
[Source: MM&P Wheelhouse Weekly, Oct. 31, 2007]
Members of Congress are working on a bipartisan basis to
address allegations that mariners have been treated unfairly by
the Coast Guard's administrative law judge (ALJ) program.
"We are working in a bipartisan way on removing ALJs from
under the Coast Guard," said Rep. Elijah Cummings in an
Oct. 17 hearing before the House Subcommittee on Coast
Guard and Maritime Transportation, which he chairs…
The hearing was called in the wake of allegations by two
administrative law judges, numerous mariners and their attorneys
that the Coast Guard is not administering the ALJ system in an
impartial way. "It is absolutely essential to the integrity of the
Coast Guard's regulatory and supervisory powers over the industry
that the ALJs who preside over this segment of Coast Guard
authority be truly independent from any control, supervision or
interference by the Coast Guard, "Hewig testified.
The idea of having a different government agency hear
charges brought by the Coast Guard was embraced by Rep.
Elijah Cummings (D-MD) and by the subcommittee's ranking
member, Rep. Steven LaTourette (R-Ohio).
Cummings said on Oct. 17 that there was agreement
among members of the subcommittee from both sides of the
aisle that action was needed to remove the ALJ program from
the Coast Guard. "We're just trying to figure out the best way
to do that, "he said.
for evidence); respondents = (a mariner) who must answer
(i.e., respond) to Coast Guard charges).]
During the July 31, 2007 Congressional hearings,
Chairman Cummings introduced Representative Walter Jones
of North Carolina who spoke on behalf of fishermen from his
state that reported having serious problems with Coast Guard
“justice” and urged the Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation Subcommittee to look into the matter.
In his letter, Duckworth suggested:
Dismantle the current Coast Guard ALJ judicial system
immediately and place the authority in an independent
agency made up of “independent fact finders” to rule on
such matters.
— Install a safeguard system in the new agency which would
include a system of checks and balances to prevent bias
and corruption from entering the new system.
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— Remedy the damage inflicted on those who were prevented
from having a fair trial or who were pressured into signing a
“plea bargain” (e.g., “settlement agreement”).
— Where factual evidence supports illegal activity,
investigate and prosecute culpable individuals.
Duckworth has contacted a number of Congressmen and
related his story to them. As a result, Senator Sheldon
Whitehouse, an attorney by profession and currently a
member of the Senate Judiciary Committee wrote as follows
to Coast Guard Commandant Admiral Thad W. Allen on Oct.
29, 2007 as follows:
Dear Admiral Allen:
I have followed with interest recent inquiries into the
Coast Guard's administrative court system and write to
express my concerns that the system may be flawed. Fair
adjudication of mariners’ legal claims is essential to
the livelihood of many Rhode Island residents, and
credible allegations of bias require careful investigation.
According to an article in the Baltimore Sun. dated June
24, 2007, a former Coast Guard administrative law judge
(ALJ) alleged that she was under intense pressure from
senior judges to always rule in the Coast Guard's favor.
Indeed, further analysis by the Baltimore Sun reveals
that, since 1999, of more than 6,300 charges filed by
Coast Guard investigators against mariners, the defendant
has prevailed in only 14 cases. The Coast Guard either
wins or reaches settlement in 97 percent of cases – an
exceptionally high rate in comparison with other
administrative court systems. The article notes that in
“…JUST BECAUSE THEY CAN”
We published a number of reports and news articles that warn
our mariners in considerable detail of the lack of respect the Coast
Guard has for our lower-level mariners. Harassment often starts
from the moment mariners enter the door of many local RECs to
the way that Coast Guard Headquarters dismissed the written
complaints of 57 of our mariners in GCMA Report #R-201
without any intention of investigating a single complaint.
The Coast Guard apparently believes that if they ignore
126,000 lower-level licensed or certificated mariners, they
will just fade away. They are correct – and mariners are
just “fading away.” The number of letters Coast Guard
officials simply ignore, never bother to answer, or
never follow up shows is quite remarkable –
and they really believe their “public be
damned” attitude is acceptable.
One letter from an experienced licensed
mariner states: “As for myself, right now I am
wishing I had become a mechanic or something
else. I need to get my license off “hold” before I
attempt anything. It is amazing that we have proven the
USCG wrong time and time again only to have them do
everything in their power to block what is legitimately mine,
stall, avoid what they are legally obligated to do and falsely
accuse me of everything under the sun just because they can.”
This is just the tip of the iceberg. In the Dresser Case, the
Coast Guard held a licensed officer’s license for over 10 years

comparison, the Social Security Administration
prevails in only 43 percent of the cases heard by its
administrative law judges.
Testimony from the House Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation Subcommittee's July hearing on this issue also
calls into question the fairness of the Coast Guard's adjudicatory
system. At the hearing, two former Coast Guard ALJs claimed
that the Chief Administrative Law Judge exerted pressure on
them to rule for the Coast Guard. Testimony further described
the ALJ system's atmosphere as “intimidating,” and one witness
cited frequent attempts by the Chief ALJ to “derail the successful
application of due process.” Witnesses also criticized the Chief
ALJ’s practice of delivering informal directives on how an ALJ
should interpret a particular regulation instead of issuing formal,
written policy announcements as required by law. This practice
raises grave concerns about consistency and transparency within
the administrative court system.
These allegations are serious. I request a response from
the Coast Guard to the allegations of bias in its courts. Have
senior judges improperly pressured ALJ’s to rule in the Coast
Guard's favor? Do the statistics from the Baltimore Sun
article paint an accurate picture of the Coast Guard's
adjudicatory system? How does the Coast Guard account for
the inordinate number of cases decided in its favor? What
steps, if any, will the Coast Guard take to address the flaws
in the administrative court system?
I look forward to your prompt reply.
Sincerely,
Sheldon Whitehouse
United States Senator
even after the National Transportation Safety Board ruled in the
mariner’s favor. Last month we reported on the case of Eric
Shine whose license the Coast Guard has held in limbo for five
years. The story is much deeper than we first imagined. It is a
cover-up in which the Coast Guard and others have participated
in that set out to destroy the life of a “whistleblower” because
they have something to hide.
GCMA Report #R-315-C provides even more
horrible examples of how the Coast Guard treats our
mariners just because they can. Go to our internet
website and pull this report up and read it and you
will agree that “enough is enough.”
The time has come for Congress to reexamine their 1946 grant of authority to the
Coast Guard, a military service, to
“superintend” the merchant marine – a
civilian organization. This was a wartime
measure dating from 1942 that became
“permanent” in 1946 right after the end of the
Second World War.
Leaving the Coast Guard in charge of maritime
transportation makes about as much sense as turning
control of our domestic airlines to the U.S. Air Force. It
ignores the fact that Congress established and funds one federal
Academy to train Merchant Marine Officers and another
“separate but equal” Academy to train Coast Guard officers. In
addition, there are six state academies that also train merchant
marine officers. We believe there is no better time to get the
Coast Guard out of the merchant marine once and for all!
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NEW & REVISED GCMA REPORTS
GCMA Report #R-447. “Sailor Tax” Fraud”
Martin Kapp, a Certified Public Accountant who taught
tax and accounting courses at Pepperdine University, wrote an
article in Professional Mariner magazine claiming that
mariners could claim a tax deduction on meals furnished them
by their employers. He promoted the idea of mariner tax
deductions in magazine articles, in seminars, and on his
websites www.mkappcpa.com and www.sailortax.com. He
even called GCMA and we ran a brief article in GCMA
Newsletter #27, Jan. 2005 in which we referred mariners to
his business address.
The U.S. Department of Justice on August 22, 2007 issued a
news release stating that a federal judge in Los Angeles Kapp
from preparing federal income tax returns claiming a so-called
mariner’s tax deduction. The court found that Kapp prepared
returns for mariners nationwide, improperly claiming deductions
GCMA COMMENTARY ON
“MARINE SAFETY PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS”
[Source: Based on an article by Rear Admiral David P.
Pekoske, USCG, that appeared in Pacific Maritime Magazine,
Oct 2007. Comments and emphasis are ours.]
America's maritime transportation system is one of the
biggest and safest in the world. From 2002 to 2005 U.S. large
(over 10,000 gross tons) ocean going merchant vessel port
entries increased nearly 10 percent to 61,047 according to
Maritime Administration statistics. The number of U.S.-flag
passenger vessels increased by seven percent while offshore oil
industry vessel growth exceeded 35 percent over the past five
years.
While this expansion in maritime commerce is
noteworthy, new mandates for maritime security post-9/11
necessarily and temporarily redirected time and resources to
ensuring that critical port infrastructure and hazardous
shipments were protected from acts of terrorism. As a result,
the Coast Guard's maritime safety program has struggled to
keep pace with historic-level growth in maritime commerce.
We are now working hard to reverse that trend.
Recent events have clearly turned the Coast Guard's
attention to the need to refocus our marine safety efforts.
Among those events has been a high level of concern from the
maritime industry for the training and competency of our
marine inspector workforce.(1)
[GCMA Comment: These concerns were expressed in the
Congressional hearings on August 2, 2007. Refer to
GCMA Report #R-442, Hearing on Challenges Facing the
Coast Guard’s Marine Safety Program.]
Increased Congressional scrutiny with a proposal to divest
the Coast Guard's safety functions to a new Department of
Transportation agency has the attention of the entire Coast
Guard. I can assure you that enhancing the Marine Safety
Program and meeting the needs of an ever-growing marine
industry, while protecting the public interest, is a top priority
for the Coast Guard and our Commandant, Admiral Thad

for the costs of meals when their employers had given mariners
free meals. The court said Kapp “knew or should have known”
the deductions were illegal. Kapp turned over a list of his mariner
clients to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).
GCMA Report #R-448.
“Assessment Periods” Harm Retention of Trained &
Experienced Mariners: Report to Congress on Lower-Level
Merchant Marine Personnel.
We believe that the Coast Guard should not have been
granted the authority to punish a mariner a second time for an
offense he/she has already been convicted of in a court of
record and has paid his/her fine or served his time.
In this report sent to every U.S. Representative on the
House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee and every
U.S. Senator on the Senate Commerce, Science, and
Transportation Committee, we urge Congress to consider the
harm this policy causes our mariners and the entire maritime
industry in terms of retaining the workforce. Read the report
and better understand all of its implications.
Allen. In three words: "We Hear You! and we are taking
action to correct shortfalls with a multi-faceted plan.
[GCMA Comment: We are not sure what the Coast
Guard “hears,” but we are certain that they have not
listened to our mariners ever since long before 9/11.]
As the Assistant Commandant for Operations, I will
oversee implementation of the plan. The following is a short
preview of some areas we will emphasize.
We recognize a requirement to make our senior leaders
accessible to our various customers at the field and national
levels. At the headquarters level, we have created a new
Assistant Commandant for Marine Safety, Security, and
Stewardship to provide an easily identifiable focal point for
industry stakeholders. The importance of outreach is also
being reinforced at the field level where Sector Commanders
are expected to proactively engage with their stakeholders,
both industry and public interest.
[GCMA Comment: We directed our complaints to the
Assistant Commandant for Marine Safety, Security and
Environmental Protection for years.
So what does
changing a single word in his job title do for our
mariners? This is nothing more than “window dressing”
and juggling job titles and making constant
reorganizations that will continue to confuse the public.]
In order to keep pace with maritime industry growth and
technological advancements, we need to ensure that we
maintain a cadre of highly skilled marine inspectors and
investigators. Two years ago, we began a program to
overhaul our classroom training and on-the-job qualification
methodology. The new training classes and field training
methods are still in the pilot stages, but initial feedback
indicates that the quality of training has improved. We are
also looking at establishing Centers of Excellence that will
provide specialized advanced training.
[GCMA Comment: GCMA Reports #R-429-A and #429-B
are reprints of two government reports from 1994 and
1996 that revealed serious internal problems with Coast
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Guard “investigations.” GCMA Report #R-396 from 1994
showed serious problems with the Administrative Law
Judge System. The Coast Guard is 10 years too late in
solving its internal problems. We ask Congress to conduct
the necessary reforms to rid the U.S. Merchant Marine
from oppressive military “superintendence” and to stop
making life miserable for our mariners.]
However, better training solves only part of the equation.
We also need more experts and a well-defined marine safety
career path that lets our personnel stay in the field and gain
that invaluable expertise through experience. To accomplish
this, we will seek significant marine safety personnel
increases in future budget requests and will strive to achieve
the proper balance of military and civilian marine safety
personnel in the field.
[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard wasted hundreds of
millions of dollars on blunders associated with designing
and constructing their own vessels. This finally brought
Congress to realize these are not real “experts” and cannot
keep their own house in order. Scrutinizing what they
have done to mismanage our mariners is long overdue.]
A close working relationship with our industry partners is
essential and provides key benefits for both safety and security.
Industry training opportunities are an excellent avenue for Coast
Guard and industry personnel to form those relationships and gain
key critical insights and expertise. We will look to expand those
opportunities and weave them into our standard marine safety
career paths. At the same time, we also need to diversify our
recruitment efforts and place a greater focus on obtaining entrylevel marine safety officers from maritime colleges.

[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard should have begun
“Honoring the Mariner” a decade ago when the phrase was
first introduced. Instead, the Coast Guard exacerbated a
dysfunctional licensing system, forced an intrusive new
“Medical NVIC” on our mariners, and plowed ahead with its
TWIC program that is aimed at the wrong target.]
We have a long backlog of marine safety rulemakings that
will receive priority to allow our rules to keep pace with
advancements in the industry. We are also in the process of
centralizing our mariner licensing and documentation
functions to include an overhaul of our processes. This will
result in a more timely and accurate service, much more in
line with what you should expect as professional mariners
whose livelihood depends on our responsiveness.
In closing, we clearly understand the concerns in the industry,
but equally recognize that safety and security are woven together
in the services we provide our nation. The need to protect our
country is inextricably intertwined with the safety of our marine
transportation system. We have taken a critical look at the
Marine Safety Program and admit that changes need to be made
in order to deliver the services that our maritime stakeholders and
the public expect and deserve.
[GCMA Comment: Accepting the mission to protect our
country should fill the Coast Guard’s plate. Congress should
allow the Marine Safety Program to be administered by
civilians with a merchant marine background and not by
career military officers.]
I'm confident that the current changes underway will raise
the Coast Guard's Marine Safety Program to a level not seen
in the past and I look forward to playing a role in that process.
Semper Paratus!

[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard has long ignored
“hawsepipers” and the lower-level mariners who are a
majority of all U.S. merchant mariners. They have totally
ignored our “lower-level” mariners who are used as
“engineers” but receive little or no formal training.]

[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard, in spite of its
vociferous denials, has always viewed the Marine Safety
Program as a stepchild.]

Most importantly, a close working relationship can only be
obtained through a mutual respect. The Coast Guard's
existing Prevention Through People (PTP) Program and its
theme of "honoring the mariner" will be revitalized with
special emphasis given to our personnel charged with carrying
out security boardings.

Rear Admiral David P. Pekoske was assigned as the Assistant
Commandant for Operations at Coast Guard Headquarters in
July 2006. His responsibilities include management oversight
of a wide range of Coast Guard missions including Maritime
Safety, Law Enforcement, Homeland Security, and National
Defense. RADM Pekoske also oversees the Coast Guard's new
Deployable Operations Group, which provides an adaptive
force package that can quickly respond to maritime incidents.

FORMER-HIGH LEVEL NTSB EMPLOYEE
BLASTS AGENCY FOR
FLAWED MARINE REPORTS
A former high-level employee of the National
Transportation Safety Board's Office of Marine Safety (OMS)
has questioned the value of NTSB's recent marine accident
investigations, arguing that the three OMS reports issued by
the agency in 2007 are "sketchy, the analyses are weak and in
some cases erroneous, and the recommendations are
superficial. “Donald Tyrrell, who retired from the agency in
2004 after 25 years of service, made the statements in an Aug.
14 letter to the NTSB Chairman and its three members.

“These reports are among the worst I have ever read,” wrote
Tyrrell, who served at OMS as group chairman, investigator-incharge, division chief and National Resource Specialist. “If the
quality of marine accident reports continues in this vein, it will
not be long before the good reputation that the Safety Board
enjoys with the marine industry, the Congress, and the public at
large will be destroyed.”
The three reports issued by OMS in 2007 were: Fire on
Board the M/V MASSACHUSETTS, Boston Harbor, Mass.,
June 12, 2006; Grounding of the Hong Kong containership
NEW DELHI EXPRESS, New York Harbor, April 15, 2006;
and Fire Aboard Construction Barge ATHENA 106, West
Cote Blanche Bay, La., Oct. 12, 2006.(1) [(1)Refer to GCMA
Newsletter #50, Sept. 2007, pgs. 16-17.]
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In his letter, Tyrrell outlined concerns about each of the
reports.
He said that in some cases, the NTSB's
recommendations were based on misrepresentations of events
that took place leading up to the accidents. As an example, he
cites the NTSB's assertion that the docking pilot aboard the NEW
DELHI EXPRESS didn't use all available resources to determine
vessel position. The report warns mariners to “not rely
completely upon the position or operation of buoys.” But
conversations on voice data recorders show the docking pilot
repeatedly consulted tug masters for their advice on reference
points and on the vessel's progress through the water. “The Coast
Guard placed buoy 14 in the wrong location,” he concludes.
“While the out-ofposition buoy may not have been the cause of
this grounding, it was certainly a contributing factor.”
In other cases, the reports lacked necessary information
that could shed light on the cause of the accidents. Post
accident testing for alcohol, for instance, was never performed
on the crew of the M/V MASSACHUSETTS, although law
enforcement officers authorized and trained to conduct alcohol
breath testing were on board vessels at the scene. Tyrrell
points out that the report does not contain any information
regarding why the officers present did not subject the master
DIRECTORS ATTEND NOSAC MEETING
GCMA Directors Roland Rodney, Glenn L. Pigott, and
Richard A. Block attended the National Offshore Safety
Advisory Committee meeting at the Tremont House Hotel in
Galveston, TX, on Friday Nov. 16, 2007. The committee is
chaired by Mr. Charles A. Bedell of Murphy Exploration and
Production Company.
For Captain Roland Rodney, who represented GCMA on
NOSAC since 2002, this was his final meeting as a NOSAC
member.
A new topic up for discussion involved a move by Edison
Chouest Offshore to bring up increasing the tonnage of OSVs
beyond the current limit of 6,000 GRT. The rapid changes in the
oil exploration and exploitation industries have created a demand
for larger vessels, especially those that operate in deep water.
OSVs are being deployed in much more hostile environments,
including Alaska’s Beaufort and Chuckchi Seas. For safety and
environmental reasons, these vessels are required to enclose a far
greater percentage of machinery and equipment, all of which
increases the enclosed volume of the vessel.
The current OSV requirements in statute and regulations
were developed to address smaller vessels that generally
operate in less extreme environments. The current regulations
under 46 CFR Subchapter L for U.S.-flagged OSVs reportedly
are deficient for regulations of large OSVs greater than 6,000
gross register tons under the International Tonnage
Convention.(1) [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-430. Rev.2.
What is an OSV?]
The 1996 legislative changes raising the tonnages of OSVs
from 500 GRT to 6,000 tons ITC was made to keep the U.S.
shipbuilding industry competitive in a world market, and to
allow vessels to be designed to meet needs rather than to be
designed to an artificial tonnage threshold.
Offshore exploration practices have changed dramatically
in recent years with mobile offshore drilling units (MODUs)
and floating production systems (FPS) deployed hundreds of
miles from the coast. These FPS employ suction pile type

and crew to breath tests.
Tyrrell said he hoped that “whatever problems reside in
OMS may be quickly corrected and the quality of marine
accident reports will return to an acceptable level.”
[GCMA Comment: Both the Coast Guard and the NTSB
investigate maritime accidents.
A Memorandum of
Understanding between the two agencies signed on Sept.
12, 2002 determines which agency takes the lead in the
investigation. Refer to GCMA file A-1002]
[GCMA Comment: Congress asked the Department of
Homeland Security to look into and report on many
aspects of Coast Guard accident investigation and
reporting in December 2005.]
[GCMA Comment:
There are many unanswered
questions and unresolved problems in the sinking of the
small passenger vessel LADY D in Baltimore Harbor.
Refer to GCMA Report # R-432. Coast Guard Inspection
SNAFU Leaves Four Dead and Many Injured and
Hundreds of Boat Owners Affected.]
anchors – essentially long, open tubes 80-90 feet long and up
to 12 feet in diameter – which are attached to FPS using great
lengths of synthetic mooring line. These long anchors and
enormous spools of mooring line require larger vessels with
longer overhanging decks that all count against the current
tonnage limit.
The problem was brought to the attention of NOSAC
which formed a subcommittee to identify and advise the Coast
Guard on certification category, standards and tonnage
increases for large OSVs greater than 6,000 GRT (ITC).
The loss of the 247-foot anchor handling vessel Bourbon
Dolphin in September 2006 off northern Scotland with eight
fatalities is a stark reminder of what can happen if a vessel is
assigned to a task that is too large for it to handle. The accident is
described by Dom Yanchunas in the September 2007 issue of
Professional Mariner. The final report of the accident will be
released early next year. However, in the world of oil
exploration, realization that a 247-foot vessel was “too small” for
the job apparently is the reality the industry must face.
The Chouest presentation was smooth. However, one
GCMA Director in the public comment period questioned the
viability of their corporate intent to operate OSVs over 6,000
tons under a two-watch system in asking to be appointed to
the subcommittee that will examine the matter. We also
question the two-watch system on other smaller OSVs and
towing vessels as well.
GCMA Commends Captain Roland Rodney
We commend Roland for his service on NOSAC that he
was forced to pay for “out of pocket” because, unlike an
advisory committee such as MERPAC, members are not paid
for travel, meals and hotel accommodations. We see this as a
way to be sure that our mariners are not represented on
committees such as NOSAC and TSAC. Unfortunately,
because of our limited funds, GCMA was not in a position to
help defray the expenses.
Captain Rodney’s service on NOSAC had severable
memorable highlights. He actively participated in the 2002
debate where GCMA members in the audience challenged an
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obviously-biased NOSAC subcommittee Chairman who was
instigated by the former President of the Offshore Marine
Service Association into sidetracking and if possible
dismissing formal complaints contained in GCMA Report #R201, Mariners Speak Out on Violation of the 12-Hour Work
Day in letters furnished by 57 working mariners.
The Coast Guard’s former Eighth District Commander
Rear Admiral Paul Pluta, who had just been been transferred
to Headquarters as Chief of Marine Safety, Security, and
Environmental Protection, unsuccessfully bucked the job of
adequately investigating these issues to NOSAC which has
M/V ODYSSEA VOYAGER’S $6,000,000 FIRE
[Source: Misle activity #2746551; Misle case #307527;
GCMA file M-650. FOIA #06-1875, Aug 11, 2006. Release
date, Nov. 8, 2007]
On August 11, 2006 at 16:05 the M/V Odyssea Voyager
was reported on fire in West Delta Block 35 in the Gulf of
Mexico. The M/V Odyssea Voyager is a Vanuatu-flagged
170-foot(1), 1027 ton, dive-support vessel operated by North
Bank Towing, Berwick, LA., and “works jobs in Mexico,
Trinidad, Venezuela and in U.S. waters.” The El Paso
Corporation hired the Odyssea Voyager and Superior Diving
to shut-in a natural gas pipeline. The job was completed, one
of the vessel’s four anchors was lifted – and then the trouble
began! [(1)Cited as 170’, 184’ and 190’ in different places in
the report.]
The Odyssea Voyager is owned by Odyssea Vessels, Inc.,
of Friendswood, TX. It was built in 1973 in British Columbia,
Canada and at the time of the fire was operating from Port
Fourchon, LA with forty (40) persons on board including one
American master, a second Honduran master with the
remainder of the crew being predominantly Honduran while
most of the contract dive-support personnel carried aboard
were U.S. citizens.
At about 15:30, the chief engineer investigated a burn
smell. He went to the bow thruster room, opened the hatch,
and saw smoke and fire on the main deck level above the bow
thruster room in a space where spare engine parts were stored.
The chief engineer used two portable CO2 tanks in an
unsuccessful attempt to extinguish the fire – whereupon he
then reported the fire to the Captain and sought help from the
crew. Heat, smoke and flames spread through the vessel’s
main and upper decks. The vessel had two self-contained
breathing apparatus and four fire suits. However, the second
Captain reported he could not initially get one of the SCBAs
to work because its hose was not connected to the bottle –
although he finally prevailed.
[GCMA Comment: When seconds count, preventable
delays like this may become crucial to saving the vessel.]
The vessel was carrying 258 oxygen, nitrogen, and
acetylene tanks on board that were used by the divers as well
as approximately 30,000 gallons of diesel fuel.
The
combination of heat, the large number of industrial workers on
board, and the possibility of an explosion prevented active
firefighting. The second engineer reported that he fought the

neither the power nor the resources to investigate anything.
In the Spring meeting in April 2003, Roland carefully
crafted his thoughts into GCMA Report #R-364 which he
formally presented to the NOSAC committee.
Captain Rodney also contributed to GCMA Report #R-279.
Rev 6, Report to Congress on the Need to Review and Set Safe
Manning Standards for Offshore Supply and Towing Vessels.
Roland remains active working on towing vessels and
Offshore Supply Vessels and overseeing refurbishment of
offshore supply vessels for use in various trades in Africa and
the Caribbean.
fire in the accommodation spaces with the fire hoses as long
as possible but the combustible paneling and overhead along
with wooden lockers throughout the vessel caused the fire to
spread rapidly. The order to abandon ship was given within
20 minutes according to one witness, and a Coast Guard cutter
soon arrived on the scene.
The vessel burned for approximately 24 hours in the Gulf
of Mexico, but three days later, one of the able seamen
reported that the bow thruster engine, port main engine,
generator and a jet pump were still running. There were two
relatively minor injuries consisting of smoke inhalation and
cuts from breaking a “break-glass” enclosure but, fortunately,
no fatalities.
The cause of the fire is interesting and unique and is the
reason for bringing this report to the attention of our readers.
The bow thruster was under heavy use preceding the fire. Its
exhaust line’s heat expansion coil and bow thruster exhaust
pipes leading from the engine rose through the deck above the
bow thruster compartment and were welded directly to a steel
doubler plate ring on the steel deck where they passed through
it. From there, the exhaust line then discharged over the port
side above the water line.
Where the six-inch exhaust lines passed upward through
the deck, it was welded directly to the steel deck.
Consequently, the heat from the exhaust line transferred
directly to the steel of the surrounding deck and heated the
surrounding area to an estimated 800 degrees.
Although the exhaust pipe was insulated with insulated
blankets, the insulation did not insulate the steel deck plating.
Because of the angle of the exhaust pipe, approximately one
to two inches of pipe surface at deck level facing into the dry
storage room was not covered by insulation.
The
compartment through which the bow thruster pipes led was a
general purpose storage compartment. Collapsed cardboard
cartons were left leaning against the insulated bow thruster
expansion coil and a mattress was leaning against the
cardboard. Since the steel deck surrounding the coil was not
insulated, it absorbed the heat from the exhaust causing the
cardboard to catch fire.
The report did not question how or why the cardboard
cartons or the mattress were stowed adjacent to the exhaust
line. Perhaps the owners, their insurance underwriters, or the
Coast Guard are interested, but we really doubt it. After all, it
was a “foreign-flag” vessel! Perhaps cramming a large
number of “industrial persons” and their gear onto a workboat
of a size that generally carries a much smaller crew of five or
six might have received more consideration if there had been
fatalities or serious injuries or if it had been an American-flag
vessel.
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ENGINEERS PROVIDE AN UPDATE
ON THE MORGAN CITY PORT ALLEN ROUTE
[Source: By Richard Eberhardt, The Waterways Journal,
Nov.12,2007
The Corps of Engineers hoped to have the Port Allen
Alternate Route re-opened by the evening of November 8,
Victor Landry told The Waterways Journal on November 7.
The route was closed to allow a salvage operation by Bisso
Marine to raise a crane that sank when it struck a highway
bridge crossing Berwick Bay.
The Port Allen Route was closed October 29 to allow the
salvage operation.
Tows traveling southbound on the
Mississippi River and westbound on the Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway use the Port Allen Route to bypass New Orleans.
Vessels enter from the Mississippi River through the Port
Allen Lock below Baton Rouge and connect with the Gulf
Intracoastal Waterway at Morgan City.
Landry, the Corps' operations manager for the Gulf
Intracoastal Waterway, said the cab of the crane was raised as
were a 40-foot section of boom and a 20-foot section. Once
the remaining section of boom was raised, the waterway was
scheduled to be surveyed before opening.
On November 7, the crew of the Derrick Barge Cappy
Bisso began shifting it slightly downstream to get the A-frame
crane positioned directly above the remaining length of boom,
according to a Corps update from Landry.
Preparation of the three airlift units has nearly been
completed. The Bisso crew was scheduled to continue the airlift
operations around the clock and scheduled dive surveys
periodically to assess the progress of the airlift work.
Landry said some delay was encountered when contractors
jetting under the crane to attach lifting slings experienced
some underwater cave-ins.
SUBMERSIBLES USED TO FERRY NARCOTICS
[Source: http://www.latimes.com]
It was on a routine patrol that the Colombian coast guard
stumbled upon an eerie outpost amid the mangroves: a minishipyard where suspected drug traffickers were building
submarines. Perched on a makeshift wooden dry dock late last
month were two 55-foot-long fiberglass vessels, one ready for
launch, the other about 70% complete. Each was outfitted with a
350 horsepower Cummins diesel engine and enough fuel capacity
to reach the coast of Central America or Mexico, hundreds of
miles to the north.
The vessels had cargo space that could fit 5 tons of cocaine, a
senior officer with the Colombian coast guard's Pacific command
said in an interview. The design featured tubing for air, crude
conning towers and cramped bunk space for a crew of four, he
added. Over the last two years, Colombian authorities and the
U.S. Coast Guard and Navy have seized 13 submarine-like vessels
outfitted for drug running. The five seized by American
authorities were en route to Mexico or Central America, each
loaded with 3 to 5 tons of cocaine. The seizures point to a security
threat that goes beyond drug trafficking. Many law enforcement
officials are concerned that U.S. ports and shorelines could be
vulnerable to terrorist attacks using such crudely built submarines.

If the salvage was not completed, plans were to re-open
the waterway on November 12 to allow vessel traffic.
Landry said he kept in close contact with the American
Waterways Operators and with Raymond Butler of the Gulf
Intracoastal Canal Association (GICA), providing updates to
be passed on to towing companies.
The updates also included reports of conditions at the Algiers
Lock on the west bank of the Mississippi River in New Orleans.
The crane sank after striking the underside of the highway
182 Bridge in Berwick Bay on January 30, 2005.
[GCMA Comment: In May 2006 in GCMA Report #R411, Revision 4, (Case #2) we reported to Congress that
their oversight is needed to prevent continuing overhead
clearance accidents. The Coast Guard failed to take any
meaningful action for years to resolve what has become a
national problem.]
The crane rolled against the tug and then off the deck
barge and sank in the middle of the channel, about 100 feet
north of the bridge.
In February 2005, the crane's gantry was cut and removed
which allowed navigation to continue. Unsafe conditions o the
Atchafalaya River delayed further salvage operations.
After several delays, a federal district court ordered the
crane removed by December 1, 2007. A spokesman for
Jefferson Marine said the removal was handled by its insurers.
[GCMA Comment: GCMA file #M-538 shows the damage
to the crane and towboat and salvage was estimated to
exceed $1,000,000. This does not include an estimate of
the costs of delays caused by closing the Port Allen route
and rerouting traffic for a period exceeding two weeks.
The mariner was charged with negligence and accepted a
two month license suspension and completed a Bridge
Resource Management Course.]
The boats have become increasingly sophisticated, evolving
from huge tubes built to be towed by fishing or cargo boats to selfpropelled vessels with ballast systems and communications
equipment that leave no wake or radar profile as they glide just
below the ocean surface. The recent discovery in the Pacific
Coast estuary about 25 miles south of the port city of
Buenaventura reflects drug traffickers' growing use of such boats
in the face of stepped-up operations by Colombian and U.S. antidrug forces, experts say.
The subs were probably commissioned by the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, in whose zone of influence
the shipyard was situated, according to the officer, who asked not
to be identified for security reasons. The FARC is thought to be
Colombia's most powerful drug-trafficking organization. Military
officials here and in the United States say the war on drugs,
financed by billions of dollars in U.S. aid, is forcing drug runners
to undertake ever more ingenious methods of transporting cocaine
from Colombia, which produces about 90% of the drug consumed
in the United States. Proponents insist that the campaign is
producing concrete results. They cite a 24% increase in cocaine
street prices this year as reported by the White House Office of
National Drug Control Policy.
Improved surveillance and intelligence have led to spectacular
busts this year, including the recent seizure in Manzanillo,
Mexico, of 23 tons of cocaine hidden in a freight container aboard
a Hong Kong-flagged vessel that had stopped in Buenaventura.
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Meanwhile, critics of the war on drugs warn that the price
increase, as in past instances, may prove only temporary.
In any event, the ever-changing tactics of Colombian drug
traffickers targeting the lucrative U.S. market reflect a constant
cat-and-mouse game. The boats seized Oct. 28 arc submarinelike, but officials here say a more accurate description is "selfpropelled semi-submersible" craft because they do not dive and
resurface like a true submarine.
Submarines are not new to drug trafficking, only more
WWII NEWSPAPER ARTICLE
RECALLS GCMA MEMBER’S
WARTIME EXPERIENCES
[Source: By Donn Hale Munson, Palm
Beach (FL) Post Times, Feb 25, 1942 –
Provided by GCMA Senior Member
M.C. Durand.]
Submarine Attack Puts Man Ashore
Unexpectedly In Home Town
Joseph R. Van Nattan, 54,
unintentionally came home to West
Palm Beach to celebrate his birthday –
an anniversary interrupted by two
torpedoes from an enemy submarine
which crippled the tanker S. S.
Republic in the Atlantic Ocean.
Van Nattan was a member of the
crew and was permitted to be
interviewed by the Post-Times after
Naval officers arranged the press talk.
Van Nattan lived in West Palm Beach
for 18 years and said he knows a
number of persons here.
Eight years ago Van Nattan began
his sea career and served on the
torpedoed tanker as ship’s carpenter.
“I was below decks when the first
torpedo hit,” he said. “It was a terrific
shock and it bounced around. When I
struggled to my feet the second
explosion knocked me down again. I
scrambled into some clothes and went
up on deck as fast as I could.”
“I don’t remember an awful lot about
it – it happened so fast. I abandoned ship
like the captain ordered.”
The torpedoing also marked a
special event in the seamanship of
Maurice C. (Carl) Durand, 18, of
New Iberia. A Cajun youth of husky

numerous, if the increase in seizures is any indication. In what
was the most spectacular bust involving a narco-submarine, police
in September 2000 raided a warehouse near Bogota, the capital,
and found a 100-foot-long submarine that was being built
according to Russian plans. The sub was thought to be a joint
venture by Colombian and Russian drug mafias and would have
been capable of carrying 10 tons of cocaine per trip had it been
completed. Annual Colombian cocaine production is now
estimated at 500 to 800 tons.

build, black-eyed and black-haired,
Maurice speaks English with a strong
French accent. The trip was eventful
for him because it was his first.
“This was my first trip – but not my
last,” he grinned. “I go back and help
get those subs, you bet!”
An ordinary seaman and the
youngest member of the crew Maurice
said he was on deck when the torpedoes
hit. “I saw nothing – it was black. I
just did what the captain told me. No, I
was not scared. I am mad.”
Most thrilling escape from death
was recounted from Floridian Radio
operator John S. Lake, 45, of
Jacksonville Beach. “I was in my
shack amidships,” he told The Post
Times, “Mr. Fedler, the third mate
came by my window, which was
painted black because there were subs
around trying to pick off tankers, and
knocked on it.
“It had become sort of a habit.
Around a certain time of night, the mate
would tap on my window and ask me if I
wanted a cup of coffee. I left the shack
and went over to the pilot house and the
captain asked me did I want a cup with
sugar in it or just plain. I told him I’d
take the cup that was sweetened. I was
carrying the cup and was heading for my
radio shack when this awful shock
knocked me down. I went sprawling on
my face near my bunk. The next torpedo
knocked me into the room, away from the
radio room where I was heading in the
first place.
“The blasts wrecked the place. If I
had been sitting in my operator’s chair,
I would have been killed,” Lake said.
The operator said he picked himself
up from his splintered quarters and
attempted to flash a distress signal.

THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
Enacted in 1966, FOIA was designed to enable any person
– individual or corporate, regardless of citizenship status – to
request, without explanation or justification, access to
existing, identifiable, and unpublished executive branch
records on any topic.
The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) issues
guidelines to agencies on fees to charge for providing copies

“The set was wrecked; It was all
haywire. I tried to get the auxiliary set
working, but all our power was gone.”
Another who escaped death by
minutes was Z.A. Polson, 35, second
Engineer and a native of Houston, TX,
scheduled to go on duty a short time
after the sub blasted the tanker. Polson
said he was in his bunk, dressed only in
a shirt. The explosion hurled him from
his bunk, he related, as the torpedo
crashed through the engine room,
killing the man he would have relieved.
Unhurt, cheerful and eager to return
to the sea, Bob Mello, quartermaster
and a resident of Port Arthur, TX., and
George Bochoris, also a quartermaster
and a resident of Houston, are anxious
over only one thing – the safety of their
pet dogs.
“Listen,” husky, black-haired Mello
said, “I can take it, see? But I had a
dog on there. The swellest pup you
ever saw. His name was 'Boy' and he
was a Russian husky, the McCoy . . . a
real one. George, here, he had his
Dolly on board. ‘Dolly’ is an airedale
and terrier breed.
“I didn't see the dogs when we left
the ship but I've got every reason to
believe they are safe and I'd like to go
back and get them off the minute the
Navy says its okay. The ship didn't,
sink and the bow was 'way out of
water. There's every chance that both
dogs are up on the bow and waiting for
George and me.
Les McGehee of Jupiter, FL,
informed the Post-Times at a late hour
last night that a small white dog
answering the description of Dolly had
been recovered from the S.S. Republic.

of information requested, while the Department of Justice
(DOJ) oversees agency compliance with FOIA.
Based on information from the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) for fiscal year 2005, federal
agencies (excluding the Social Security Administration)
received more than 2.5 million FOIA requests. In addition,
DOJ reports that in fiscal year 2005, agencies devoted about
5,000 employee-years to processing and litigating FOIA
requests at a cost of over $300 million.
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Correction
CAPT. CHARLIE THOMAS
OFFERS RIVER PILOTS UNIQUE
MISSISSIPPI. RIVER LIGHT LISTS
In Newsletter #51 we announced that Capt. Charlie Thomas
assembled two full-color-picture versions of Lower Mississippi
River Light Lists especially helpful to line-haul river pilots
between Cairo, IL (LMR Mile 953) and Baton Rouge, LA. (LMR
Mile 233). He also assembled books covering what the Corps of
Engineers used call the “Middle Mississippi River” from Cairo,
IL (UMR MM 0) to Grafton, IL. (UMR MM 219) – now known
as the Upper Mississippi River.
Capt. Charlie shows all the mile markers, lights and certain
other selected information of importance to river pilots based
on the latest USACE Map Book. These books are especially
useful because they contain the type of material a river pilot
needs for quick access and immediate reference. These books
come in two sizes, the “shirt pocket” size (approximately 4” x
5½”) and the “half page” size (approximately 5½” x 8½”).
The only difference is in the size of the books because both
contain the same data.
The key to these booklets is their accessibility. They do
not presume to take the place of the required USACE map

book, the required Coast Guard Light List, or an electronic
charting system. Rather, they put the basic and most
important information a pilot needs at his fingertips without
the distraction of trying to look through hundreds of pages of
information when all you need is to recall or familiarize
yourself with some very basic route information.
These are NOT crude pencil drawings. These are clear,
color graphics based 99% on government publications. Capt.
Thomas is one of the river’s foremost computer application
specialists who applies the information the information river
pilots need most from his years of experience and puts it in
your back pocket or shirt pocket. Users can contact Capt.
Charlie directly regarding changes and suggestions at
support@rivercharts.com.
These books are available from Marine Education
Textbooks, Inc. 124 North Van Ave., Houma, LA 70363.
Telephone 985-879-3866; Fax: 985-879-3911.
You may order any of these books online at
info@marineeducationtextbooks.com
Bookstore under reference material. Their stock numbers
and prices are:
#BK-570-1 Charlie’s LMR Light List (Shirt Pocket) $11.25
#BK-570-2 Charlie’s LMR Light List (Half-page) $22.50
#BK-570-3 Charlie’s Middle River LL (Shirt Pocket) $11.25
#BK-570-4 Charlie’s Middle River LL (Half Page) $22.50

HEADS UP ON TWO LOCAL PROJECTS

CURRENT GCMA “BROWN-LIST”

Eighth District Bridge Administration in Public Notice
09-07 reported that the Union Pacific Railroad has future
plans to use the lift span of the abandoned railroad bridge
crossing the Intracoastal Waterway at mile 59+ in Houma,
LA to replace the swing bridge across the Old Brazos River
at mile 4.4 in Freeport, Brazoria County, TX.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (CEMVK-PP-PQ),
Vicksburg District proposes to use large quantities of
dredged spoil material to close “Crewboat Cut” adjacent to
the Horseshoe reach of the Atchafalaya River south of
Morgan City, LA. For further information contact Larry
Marey at 601-631-5965.

This list has not changed in the past month since our last
Newsletter although some of the least desirable employers
continue in their plunge to the bottom of the tank.
Brown Listed Companies:
? Abdon Callais Offshore.
? American River Transportation Co. (ARTCO)
? American Commercial Barge Lines (ACBL)
• BJ Services, Inc.
• Chet Morrison Contractors, Inc.
? Coastal Towing, LLC & TLC Marine Svc.
? Delta Towing.
? ENSCO.
? Five Bs Towing Inc.
? Frazier Towing
? Global Industries Offshore
? Gulf Pride Marine Service, Inc.
? Guidry Brothers/Harvey Gulf Marine
— Hornbeck Offshore Services
? L&M Botruc Rentals
? Maryland Marine
— Martin Gas Marine
? Stapp Towing
?Steel City Marine Transportation, Inc.
? Tidewater Marine
? Trico
— Versatility Marine
? Western Kentucky Navigation Company (WKN)
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Lafourche Merchant Marine
Training Services, Inc.
Offers you the courses you need!

License upgrades, radar and celestial endorsements
help you stay at the top of your career!
Let Lafourche Merchant Marine meet your training needs. Here’s a
sample of our Courses:
•500/1600 Gross Ton Master or Mate prep class
•100/200 Gross Ton Master/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
•Upgrade 100 Gross Ton Master to 200 Gross Ton Master/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
•Radar Observer/Radar renewal /USCG-STCW approved (testing done
on site)
•Able Bodied Seaman/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
•Celestial Navigation 200/500/1600/STCW Gross Ton/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
•Basic Safety Training/STCW-approved/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
Ù The following modules are available: Elementary First Aid and
CPR, Personnel Safety and Social Responsibility.
•Visual Communications (Flashing Light)/ STCW-approved/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
•Shipboard Coordinator (Fishing Industry)/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
•American Red Cross First Aid and CPR/USCG-approved
•Master of Towing Vessels/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
Assistance with U.S. Coast Guard paperwork $75.00 per consultation.
This service is only $30.00 for those enrolled in LMMTS courses.

CALL US AND ENROLL NOW.
LAFOURCHE MERCHANT MARINE TRAINING SERVICES, INC.
4290 Hwy 1
GCMA members get a 10%
Raceland, LA 70394
discount on courses under $500 &

PHONE: (985) 537-1222 20% discount on courses $500+
FAX: (985) 537-1225

GULF COAST MARINERS ASSOCIATION
P. O. BOX 3589
HOUMA, LA 70361-3589
PHONE: 985-851-2134
Email: info@gulfcoastmariners.org
Website: www.gulfcoastmariners.org

The Voice for Mariners
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
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